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COLLOQUY ON EUROPE AND THE FUTURE OF THE ATLANTIC .ALLIANCE 
- - - -• • • 

The Hague, May 25-26, 1965 
- - - -• • • 

Opening speech bl His Royal Highness Prince Bernhard of 
the Netherlands (Appendix I). 

In his opening speech, His Royal Highness welcomed this 
joint conference of the Institute for Strategic Studies 
and the Netherlands Institute of International Affairs, 
both occupied with the study of ··nternational affairs, the 
one concentrating ~ore particularly on problems of strategy 
and armg control, the other on the political and economic 
aspects of Western policies· He emphasized the absolute 
necessity of real co-operation in the West, not only 
in the military field, but also in the economic and political 
field. Efforts such as this conference would help to deepen 
knowledge and understanding about each other's needs and 
problems. 

Lecture by Dr. J. Linthorst Roman: A survey of ~uropean 
co-operation since the war (Appendix II) 

In his historical survey, .Dr. Linthorst Roman marked various 
important stages in the development of European co-operation. 
First, there were the federalist conferences just after 
the war, and the The Hague Congress of 1948 where the 
European M:ovement was founded. By 1950, the O.E.E.C. 
and the Council of Europe were established. They meant 
undoubtedly an advance on pre-war conditions, but many 
Europeans wanted more progress towards a well-defined 
entity. The Schumann Declaration of May 1950 was meant 
to start trying, through a bold yet not recklessly bold 
scheme, to transcend the purely national dimension, both 
econmically and institutionally. Should Monnet and Schumann 
have waited a little longer, or was there no prospect of 
general agreement? They certainly·made clear that the 
last thing they intended was to establish a division 
btween the countries adopting their plan and the rest :of. 
the European fawily. The scheme was meont as a pilot project. 
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During the discussions about the European Defence Community,_ . . 
much emphasis was laid on constitutional and theoretical 
aspects. Prof~ Hallstein urged a different approach, less 
deductive and more inductive, less working from pre-conceived 
principles to their logical conclusion, and more from practical 
needs to common principles of action. The Spaak report of 
1956, which served as the basis for the negociations that 
led to the E.E.C., was a perfect example of the inductive 
approach, choosing a method of inSitutional co-operation 
by which general economic outlines could be further specified· 
and brought into practice. It must be emphasized that the 
Six were a random group, linked only by their having taken 
up the Schumann proposals. The E.E.C. was meant as a 
nucleus for wider European co-operation within the field 
of wider European and Atlantic partnership. 

The E.E.C. has achieved startling successes in its own 
practical field, but the failure of British negociations 
was a great disappointment, the step towards greater 
parliamentary control has still to be done, and as for the 
follow-up of economic integration in the political field, 
the French proposals for political union of 1960/61 went· 
counter to the ideas which seemed to be generally accepted 
at the start of E.E.C •• Dr. Linthorst Homan ended his tour 
d'horizon with his personal outlook about how things might· 
have been if the ideals of 1950 and 1956/57 would not have 
been blocked by the present crrsis. Convergent political 
forces between the partners of the communities would easily 
meet e;·wrmous tasks: the success of the E.E.C."contre vents 
et marees" made that abundantly clear. The institutional 
merger wocld lead to a constructive new treaty. New tasks 
would be token up. The institutions would be given a modern 
democratic basis. European Parliament would be elected by 
direct vote and get real powers. Other European countries 
would be invited to join the small group of the Six. Atlantic . 
cohesion would be strengthened. In that evolution nationalism 
would develop into common responsibility and a return to 
s<?lf···sufficiency, now on a larger scale, could never serve 
the interests of Europe. This could never be the 
"r.aison d' ~tre" of the Six. 
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Lecture by Mr. Alastair Buchan: "The future of the Atlantic 
Alliance (Appendix III). 

Mr. Buchan did not think that there is a serious danger that 
NATO will break up. Even France will hesitate to exercise its 
1969 option. Nor did the speaker fear a new German Rapallo 
venture. He mentioned this not with the intention to sound 
complacent, but as a warning that we must not worry about 
the wrong dangers. The real danger is not of a formal breach 
in the Alliance but of NATO degenerating into a regional 
military arrangement, with the major countries concentrating 
on their bilateral relationships. It is necessary to achieve 
an evolution towards more effective collective action. 
NATO will fail in remaining the master system of the West, : 
if we do not have an adequate idea about the major problems 
with which we vnll have to grapple in the future. 

Many problems and doubts, which pre-occupied us in the 
Alliance in the period 1958/64, have luckily been settled 

., 

to a large extent, although this was not brought about by our 
mechanism for collective action, but by the healing hand of time 
Some of these problems settled or almost settled are: the 
validity of the American guarantee of Western Europe has been 
fully vindicated, especially in the Cuban crisis and by the 
fact of the obvious US strategy superiority over the SU; 
the doctrine of flexible response, which gave ~ise to 
European fears, is now much better understood; a war in 
Europe is becoming increasingly implausible; the danger of 
nuclear proliferation in Europe is not so great as pemple 
thought; the British attempt to retain a special relation-
ship with the US in alliance affairs on the basis of nuclear 
weapons has been tacitly abandoned, and Britiil.in is moving 
slowly towards deliberate acceptance of equal status with 
Germany. 

Mr. Buchan outlined several new developments which could 
affect the situation within the Alnance over the next few 
years: 
1. .the relations between East and West :Suropean countries and 
particularly between :Jast and West Germany will be very 
importa~t. There need be no fear of a secret US - .su dialogue 
involving conclusions to the detriment of Western Europe. 
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But new developments in ~astern Europe make,new relation
ships with them necessary. While no agreement will be possible 

without US participation and Soviet consent, it would be 
better if Europe took the initiative in this field. While 

repetition of old phrases like disengagement would not help 

there is at least scope for kinds of self-restraint about 
kinds and levels of forces ·in Central =:urope. In this whole 
matter thore is immense scop,e for multi-lateral tall{ in 
Western :Guro pe. Germany's attitude is of crucial importance. 
As for the best way to establish closer relationships with 

the :;:;ast :G'uropean countries, perhaps bilateral approaches, are 

most suited. Perhaps the concept of the Six as a rigid 
structure might need revision because a too clear political 
structure might stand in the way of a rapprochement to 
:8astern :8urope. 
2. The problem of nuclear proliferation in Europe itself has 

become less acute. But as a world-wide problem it is certainly 
of great importance. If the nuclear club were soon to dcnble, 
other countries with an advanced technology and industry would 

be inclined to follow and then Germany too might reconsider 
its attitude. There is no easy way to solve the problem of 

non-dissemination and it requires a strategy with many f?cets. 
Some co-operation on the part of the SU will be necessary, 
but it is primarily a Western problem. As concerns the Middle 
:8ast and Africa, Europe has some reponsibility, in Asia on 
the Chinese periphery it may largely be an hnerican affair. 
3. Zxtra-European affairs must be of increasing concern to 
Europe. After having been encouraged to de-colonise, we are 
now asked to re-engage ourselves in those areas, although 
this may take a more indir2ct form than in the past. European 
interest in these areas is not a matter of altruism, but of 
self-interest, necessary for retaining global influence and 
status. 
4. Mr. Buchan saw sp2cial scope for a common =:uropean approach 
and close European c-operation in the field of armamants 
production. No European country alone can keep· up with the 
US on research, and leaving this field to the US would only 
encourage anti-American sentiment. Co-operati9n based on the 
WEU or in a new European defense production agency ought to 
be considered. 
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Mr. Buchan thought that the British ANF-proposal,was now 

negotiable. He considered it to be an improvement on ~he 

MLF, but NlliF-like proposals were to him not a panacea· for 
all ills or a gold·on aim .for Atlantic;~ co-operation. 

The Alliance emerges from a sterile phase, sterile not 

only because of the French attitude, and the Alliance will 

only succeed if it recognizes the complexity of the present 

world and does not look too much toward the past. Different 

kinds of Zuropean-American relationships require different 

institutions. For some aspects the soJut±on of partnership may 

be best suited, for uther aspects multilateral relations between 

the NATO members. Furthermore, there may be a case for not 

only strengthening the Paris machinery, but also for a multi

lateral consultation arrangement in Washington. 

Lecture by Prof. Thomas Schelling: "Present problems of arms 
control" (Appendix IVL ___________________ _ 

The main points of prof. Schellins's lecture were: 

1. The fear of war does not seem to obsess us so much at 

present as it has done for a decade. There is a decline in 

visible arras build-up. One reason for the quieting down of the·· 

arms race is the scientific lull. After the furious pace of 

intensive weapon development during recent years, we have 

now the Wiinuteman and Polaris missiles, for which we do not 
ut 

less 
present seo a replacement. Space is up till now of 

military significance than expected. The anti ballistic 

missiles system seems to be the only possible boost for a 
new breakthrough in the armsxace, which we can think of at 

present. Both the US and the SU will certainly hesitate to 

embark on such an anti missile program, if it were only for 

the staggering cost (at least 25 billion dollar). There is 
also perhaps a certain deliberate restraint in tqe defence 
effort of both countries, knowing as they do that the action· 
of the one will provoke a reaction by the other ( a "feedback" 

feature). 

2. In the field of disarm&aent not many agreements have been 

reached, but the efforts made have not been in vain and 

have certainly influenced defence policy. 

'· 
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The Test Ban treaty has been hailed as a first step, 

but perhaps it can better be 

b'ecause it lJ.cant the removal 

described as a last step, 

of a 

highly symbolic propo~al. Perhaps 

feasible, attractive and 
the treaty has encouraged 

the evident loss of public interest in disarmament since then. 

In the field of disarmament the scope for now formal 

agreoacnts seems limited. ?orhaps there is 10.orc room now 

for informal arrangements and self-imposed restraints. 

3. China has with its atom bomb sounded the lmell of its 

own supremacy in the Far :Jast, ~-rhich was based on the 

strength of its massive conventional armies. Now, Japan 

might well be tempted to follow in developing nuclear 

weapons, and with its industrial strength it could perhaps 

even overtake 8hina. It has become very uncertain, whether 

the Soviet nuclear umbrella is still protecting China, 

In fact, China is now a very vulnerable nuclear power. 

4. The main dangers of nuclear proliferation are: 
a) as a trigger for a general nuclear war, but the US and 

the SU, vli th their relati voly invulnerable strategic forces, 

will not easily let themselves be stampeded into such a war; 
b) as a :D.eans used b;~r smaller nuclear countries to provokG 

their bigger allies to a nuclear war, but it will be difficult 

to think of a credible scenario for a succesful provocation; 

c) small rival countries (Israel and 2gypt) might ac~uiro 

such weapons, but oven in case of war bGtwocn such countries, 

the danger of a wider war would be small; 

d) nuclear outlawry, '.-;hero very small countries would use 

nuclear weapons, acquired perhaps illegally, to blackmail 

richer councriGs; this would b8 a complicated problem and 
its repression would have some of·the :i'Gaturcs of the 

regulation of the opium and white slave traffic. 

In general, Prof. Schelling did not deny that prolife-. 
ration was a very serious problem, but if it came, we WOl)_lJ 

have to learn to live vrith it, as we have done with othor 

problems. 
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' ;piscussion after the lecture of-the first day (may 25th) 

OnG participant regretted that in the :C.E.C. too _much 

emphasis has bGen laid on the aspect of the frGodom of tradG; 

while economic and social planning were neglected. The problem 

of :JuropGan research and the invasion of US business (thG 

case of the "Soci8te Bull", where the "atomic Genoral" was 

beaten by the "General ~lcctric") ll!Grited serious attention. 

Dr. Linthorst Roman pointGd out that, although a kind of 

planning or structural policy might be desi;rable, :~urope 

should. cGrtainly not develop into an inward-looking and sclf-

suffi cient cor;mmni ty, 

It was observed that Secretary mcNamara's latest 

pronounce;nent s showed a certain departure from the "counter 

force stl'ategy" formulated in the Ann Arbor speech of June 

1962. I\ilr. :Buchan agreed that there waa soms change. With the 

growing invulnerability of Soviet strategic illissiles, a pure 

counterforce strategy lost much of its effectiveness, and 

thoro was a shift towards a stl·atogy of limiting damage to 

cities. The concept of flexi blc response remainc d completely 

valid. 

Somo doubts wore expressed concerning Nlr. Buchan' s 

remark about the concept of the Six being an obstacle to 

better relations with :~astern Burope. This- was in diroct 

op:posi tion to the opinion of the l"ionn-Gt Action Cmm,;i ttee, 

which considered the Six to be a polG of attr2-.ction for 

:GastGrn ;Jurope. ];lr. Buchan agre;::;d that th;::; :~roblcm of how to 

approuch relati ns with ::;;astern Europe was a very difficult 

ono. 

The danger of proliferation was much discussed. In this 

connection,· remarks of i'ilr. Buchan and Prof. Schelling in 
' their lc::ctures concerning anti ballistic systems were taken 

up. They had observed that, while the US and the SU would 

not easily decide to develop such a system effective against 

each other because of tho illmtense cost,. a systcn effective 

against srualler nuclear powers looked feasible at much lo-s~ 

Cost. If this was done, the British and French nuclear 
' 

forces would be further downgraded in importance. Perhaps 

the SU would think of it with regard to China. But for nucloar 

proliferation as a world problem it would not be of mucl]: help. 

- ' 
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The smaller countries with nuclear intentions were more often 

thinking of these weapons in connection with each other than 
• as a vwapon against the two world powers. 

Th;:; case of India received much attention. :Mr. Buchan 

had an uneasy feeling that India might go ahead. A formal 

guarantee to India by the U.S. and the U.K. would probably 

not be acceptable in view of India's non-alignment position, 

but perhaps a kind of informal assurances would hav0 some 

chance of succ0ss. Thoro was perhaps a 50/50 chance of India 

not deciding to go ahead. 

Prof. Schelling's remarks about possible Japanese nuclear 

intentions gave rise to o~~pressions of doubt. China would still 

have its conventional su;Jeriori ty, and Japan had the handicap 

ot its vulnerable citi0s. It was considered more probabl8 

that Japan would ask thG U. S. for more concreto nuclear guarantee's. 

Lecture by Prof. Andro Philip: "ThG role of the Third World 
in the e_92lj.)i 12_rium 9fj._E:t_e_E_nat_ional forces" (Ap.£9ndix_y-_L_ 

Prof.Fhilip began by slcetching the present position of 

the third countries:: the gap between the rich and the poor 

countries was widoning, most of the third countries were 

micronetions with only a theoretical independance, many 

of them deponding on the export proceeds of only one crop, 

and suojoct to th3 movc:;c.ent of international trade. Such 

conditions wsrG 'favcurablo for establishing economic domination 

by o~r;•ires such as that of Uni tod J:'ood and th·o United African. 

These countries required an agrarian revolution, with the 

end of feudal landovmership, usury and tho rul.3 of the groat 

families. The orient&tion nov> given to econo;•Iic d:;vc•lo:;xuent 

in those countriGs, and the policy followed by the ',7ost vrould 

be of docisi vo iruportance for 'i!ostGrn security in the futuro. 

Tho United Nations Conferonco on Trade and Devolo:;Jmont 

at Geneva, which had co~'tainly the benificial effect of foster· 

ing closer tics between th: t:1ird countrios, had in Iuany 

aspocts. chosen the 7/rong policies. ;Jspocially wrong was the> 

amphasis on the free uovc~·-~1ont cf int.J:rnational cOJ.lli:J.crce 9 

and th::: ::>ressurc for the further opening Ul'l of :.;uroyean 

marlcets for the products of thos8 countrios. The fact was 

that prLo.ary ;>roducts are sufferinc froul short torm lJrice 

instability, and from a tcmdency a8_ la baisss'' in thG long 

term, because pro ducti on is incrcasing".rcJ ati V8ly more than 

dGmand. 
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Prof. Philip advocated a co;-c1plotely different strudure 

of international· coJTIJilOl"cG. 'I'hc third countries should diDinish 

progossi vc;ly tho cx~oort o:f prinary products, th•_jrc should bco 

di VOl',sification of agricul turo, and dovelopment of light in

dustry, which should be :prot•Jc'cc;d from foreign com110ti tion. 

Industrial dcvGlopncnt should :';Jrocood within the fl'aElework of 

a plan. Porhaps planning confined to individual countries would 

not be adequate. Regional planning would be far better. 

Foreign invostEl::mt should "be reG-ulated and canalized in ~orms 

of the plans. 

ror the~ primary products, stabilization arrane;clil8nts 

should be d8veloped, pol'haps on the model of thG world mar1.:ct 

for wheat proposed by the U.S. in the Kennedy Round 

negotiations. Such sta0ilisation schomes should, however, 

be set up for all or most of th·c primary products collocti voly, 

so as to prevent rigidi ties in the production pcl' product. 

In the field of international aid, Prof. Fhilip considcrGd 

tho figul'G of 17& of national income, f1hich was accepted as 

a goal by the Gen:cva con:i'cr::mc e, a "derisory" amount. Loans 

to the• third countrios shculd bG given at a very low rate of 

intorost. 

Jco•:1oaic aid should in gi von free from political strings 

anc1 cut loose fro1,1 military oonsi dorations. The big :')O\Icrs 

must abandon their prcscmt :t)Clicy ancJ. promote thG military 

ncutl'alization of theso countries; this should be ensured by 

international ac;rec.;:wnt (Fro:i'.Fhilip did not ~,lOan neutrality 

of the Swiss kind, which is unilatoral, but of the Austl'ian 

kind, which inlplies in'cornational accej)t<:mco and enforcement). 

Prof. Philip thought that .;u:c'ope should fol'::mlato a 

policy regardin, th::; third countrios along the linGs just set 

out. The policy hc ac1vocatcc1 would bc contrary to the proscnt, 

U. S. line, but that would not .. :,.atter. The Alliance had only 

sense if based on equality, anc1 so :;ul'Oj)O had ::JVory ri;.;·ht 

to hav" its ovm voice, and at least frc:3ly debate about the 

correct policy. 

\ 
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Iliscussion after Prof. Plli)-1..E_~ecture_~. 

Various questions were discussed. Was it not a hindrance 

to development in the third countries that the class of small 

entrepreneurs was often lacking or too small? Pro f. Phi lip 

thought that the small businessman in those countrio"s was not 

always a help, and was sometimes a blocking factor for progress. 

He expected a certain growth of the class of small entrepreneurs 

as a by-pro duct of economic developm<mt. Prof. Philip agreed 

that the oncouragemcmt of industries for the production of 

simple tools could be useful for development, at the same 

time aiding in the underemployment problem. In answer to 

another question, he emphasized that he was not against the 

development of mining fo:c minerals, or against the construction 

of river dams for electricity, but this would have to be 

done in thJ framework of a plan. Otherwise, after the con

struction stage, groat nR~bers of workers who had been 

drawn towards the construction wor1cs, would b8 left stranded 

without jobs. Ilevolopn!Gnt would have to be balanced, with 

equal attontion paid to the various parts of the econoiilY. 

Ho also reiterated his conviction that the emphasis ought 

to be on industry and agriculture, not on eonr,·uorce. 

Prof. Philip was asked about a remark he had made in 

his lecture about the maghreb possibly associating itself 

with L'urope. Prof. Philip thought he had made clear that 

what he meant was that when everyone was speaking about the 

:G'urope of the Six be in[; extended towards the West, the North 

and the East, why not also extend it to the South? It was 

a dream perhaps, but not necessarily an unrealistic dream, 

in terills of th•o far future. 

Did Prof. Philip think his idea of neutralization of 

tho Third ''lorld was realistic? It required of course, the 

consent of the nations concerned. Prof. Philip agre3d, ~ut ~1 

he thought that for example the gradual growth of a neutral

ized federation for South East Asia was not out of the 

question. The S.U. VIOuld c:;rtainly give its blessing to such 

a scheme, and perhaps China too would not object. For Africa 

and Latin- Ameri ea, tho jJroblem of Iilili tary interference from 

the outside, and therefore the nocossi ty of neutralization,. 

was loss urgent, but the great powers should at any rate 

refrain from meddling in these areas. 

·'"' 
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Even if one accepted Prof. Philip' s views about the 

best way economic and social developments ought to proceed 

in the third world, how could the West impose such methods 

against the will of the rulers of these sovereign countries? 

Prof. Philip' s answer was that politic ally we cannot advise 

them, but as scientists we can. It was wrong to corrupt the 
leaders of those poor countries by fruailiarizing them with 

our standards of luxury, which their own countries could not 

afford. The emphasis should be on sending experts to the 

third countries, and these ''iestern experts should not live 

in hotels, but among the pGo plc, like the Chinese, who were 

only prevented from making great progress in their penetration 

of the Third World by their lack of resources. 

Lecture by Helmut Schmid t: "Germany and Atlantic Co-operation 
_(Ap}Jendix VI) 

The main points of Senator Schmidt's lecture were 

1. Jl!ir. Sehmidt statod that it was not enough to have a military 

balance over the globe, but that we must also have balanced 

si tuatiolllS in the separate theatres, including Zuro pe. 
2. The pressure for reunification in Germany was on the in

crease, as was for example shown by public opinion polls. The 

generations that had no experience of, or at least no 

reponsibility for the Hitler era, were feeling more strongly 

in this rDatter than tho older goneration. If Germany could 

realize reunification, it would have to pay for it, in 
particular as regards 

a) the political boundaries, 

b) limits on quality and quantity of weapons, with inter-
national control on their aplllication; 

c) the Allianc'e status; l:lr. Schmidt could not imagine that 
the S.U. would be willing to accept a 'reunified Germany as 

a full unqualified membelo of the Alliance. 

3. As arguments for the TI'ILF he mentioned: 
a) th3 desire to act in unison with the U. S. ; 
b) to give a more equal status to the Federal Republic. 

Theoretically at least, it would have boen better to 

seck for a solution of the nuclear problem within the frru;te
work of the Alliance, although it would be futile to believe 

\ 
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that France would care to take part. After the German 

clec1;ions of Septo;nber a new impetus should be given to 

action in this field, so that a solution could be reached 

next year. 

4. Although the "conservatives" are even more suspicious of 

arms control proposals than the Social Democrats, all major 

parties would be opposed to such measures in Central )surope 

without rcunification. 

5 . .Among the "conservatives" Fronch opposition towards the 

flexible response concept and thoir emphasis on keeping the 

nuclear threshold low, find more sup1Jort than among the 

Social Democrats. r:Jr. Schmidt was insistent on the neod 

of having enough conventional forces in ::urope to deter war 

and also to defend 2urope without use of nuclear weapons in 

a state short of general war. He would be very opposed to 

reduction of troops in Central :;:;uropc, particularly the 

American divisions. 

6. On the other hand the nuclear problem, and the necessity 

to have some nuclear counterbalance in :;:;urope for the 800 

Soviet IRm.~•s pointed at Europe, required a solution. 

7. NATO was the solid basis of German policy, an overriding 

necessity, certainly until reunification. 

Discussion aftGr 1''lr. Schmidt' s lecture:;. 
-·-··c----··--·---~·-·-··-·-----------~-·--

During the discussion :,Ir. Schmidt was askc:;d to answer 

many questions. A nurilber of them concerned the IIILF/ANF 

proposals. Ivlr. Sclmidt did not think that an r:ILF would block 

reunification. It could on the contrary even serve as a 
bargaining factor. He reiterated that hc vvould personally 

havo prc:;ferrcd another approach for solving the nuclear 

question. He'would'haveliked to see the U.S., the U.K. 

and France bring a great par.t of their nuclear planning 

in the:; Alliance, thus educating the allies in nuclear 
policy and strategy, rn1d giving them greater assurance 

concerning the validity of th8 nuclear guarantee. Such an 

approach would have boon bettGr from the point of view of 

relations in the Alliance and it would have been cheauer. 
·' 

~~r. Schmidt had misgivings about the British ANF proposals. 

HG was not sure whcthGr the commitment of British aircraft 
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and Polaris submarines would be re.ally unconditional, and 
' he would certainly be op~osed towards a cornnand arrangement 

outside SACEUR's co~nand. He had no objGction to the U.S. 

veto on the use of the force. 
Mr. Buchan asked whc:ther in the effort to establish 

more human relations betvrecm :;};ast and :·;est Germany f a kind 

of Austrian status could not be contemplated for ~ast 
Germany, with assurances for more hUJTian conditions, and 
perhaps after a generation or two reunification. 1'ir. Schmidt 

said that there was certainly a great desire in West Germany 

for more human rel-ations with the Soviet zone, but one 

needed also to take care that this could not result in 
elevating the status of ::::ast Germany. The :ii'ederal Ropublic 

would op11ose any recognition of the Zone as a sovereign 

state. 
Strategic questions were also discussed. It was argued 

that one could not very well ask for a military balance in 

the world as a whole and in the ~ropoan theatre as well. 
The only effective answer for the Soviet IRE¥;• s was provided 

by U.S. strategic forces. On this last point, i'iir. Schmidt 
answered that it was not only a matter of nUJTibers and sizes 

of weapons, but that psychological factors were also 
involved. Tho: IRlllj' s required somo equivalent close at 
hand in Zurope. The i':ILF might provide part of the answer. 

As for the question of conventional strength in Zurope, 

ffir. Schmidt denied that it was practically impossible 

to achieve a balance in that field. The attacker needs 
much greater strength than the defender and he had the 
feeling that a "~ind of conventional balance could be realized 
with not many more divisions than were now available. 

But, argued ono participant, was it not true that we 
strive for deterring war, not for fighting one, and would 

we not end up with two inadequate force~ (nuclear and 
conventional), if we aimed to achieve a balance in both? 
Mr. Schmidt answered that there was always the possibility 
of deterrence failing, that in case of a conflict he feared 
very much for escalation (he was not convinced by Prof. 
Schelling' s rclati VG optimism in th~~- respect), that we 
r.mst not bs facod with the choice betweon holocaust or 
ea pi tu la tion, and that -·· as he had alrGady said - not much 

moro forccs were needed for achieving a more or less 
adequate conventional balance. 
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Lecture by Mr. :::.H. van der Beugel: ":::Uropean and Atlantic 
Co-op8ration (includin~_the ~9onomic aspects)".(Appendix VI_Jj 

l\1r. Van der :Bcugol considered the refusal of British 

entry in the :;:;;,;:;,c. a frontal attack against things we 

thought we had already achieved: an evolutionary process in 

which the Western world would function on the basis of 

a close partnership between the U.S. and Europe. This 

partnership must rest on the basis of equality. How should 

we define this equality? Evidently not in statistical 

terms, or in the military field, while even in the econo;uic 

field ::::urope was still far behind the U. S. mr. Van der 

Beugel considered the concept one of "mutual persuasion". 

If '~urope were to find its id en t:;_ t;y in being anti-A'lleri can 

either such a :~'uropc would have no identity, or it would be 

a fallacy. 

lilr. Van ;der Bougel then discussed three specific problems. 

l. The British })OSi tion. British entry in the :r::EC was 

impossible for the moment, but in the long run there could 

be no alternative. There was no objection against an 

interim solution, but so-called "bridge-building" between 

EFTA and EGC was no alternative, :GI"L'A and ::::~~C wero based 

on cont:::-ary principles and the only future lay in integration. 

What was necessary was a clGar British declaration of intent 

regarding Europe. 

2. The United States balance of payments problem was in a 

way only a marginal problem for the U.S. economy, but ono 

cannot go on losing 3 or 4 billion dollars a year, and the 

danger was that the U.S. would look at its foreign commit

ments, including its forces in :::Urope, through the focus of 

its balance of payi,lents problem. This lJroblem must there-

fore be cured and ~uropo should help in curing it. 

3. The problem of U.S. investaents in I~urope was not very 

iuportant in itself, but as an item on the "menu" of anti

Americanism, and thus more a matter of sentiment than 'of 

fact. U.S. investaent amounted to no more than 2 7; of 

total private investment in Europe, although in some 

branches (oil, chemicals and computers)tho percentage 

was much higlhlr. ::iurope fol'm.orly welcomed American capital 

' and had much to thank it for, particularly as a stimulating 

factor for dovGloping coEtpcti ti ve industry. The cause of 
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U.S. successes was that they had larger firms ans spent more 
on research. The best way for Europe to ·react would be imitate 

that example, forffiing larger units and spending more on 

resJarch. Restrictionist policy would be economically unwise 

and politcally undesirable. 

Discussion after Mr. Van der Beugel's lecture. 

A very lively discussion followed, most of it about 

the meaning of oquali ty and the relationships within the 

Alliance. It was pointed out in connection with the formula 
of equal partnership that the idea of partnership was already 

old, but that the aspect of equality had only recently come 
to the forefront. Mr. Van der Beugcl reiterated that equality 

was not a statistical concept, but rather one of influence 
on U.S. policy. Ono could find this element in the ~ffiF idea. 
Ono partidpant posed the question, whether President Kennedy's 
main idea, when speaking about equal partnership, could have 
been his desire to have someone to speak for Europe. Mr. Bu.chan 

thought that this would be an illusion. Zu.ropo would never 

speak with o_ne voice. ' 
Was it perhaps a U.S. desire for greater :'Juropean effort, 

' . 
especially in the military field? In this connection, the 
problem of the U.S. divisions in Europe and of the British 
Rhino Army was mentio.ned. Many thought that the cost involved 

was indeed a very heavy burden for both countries. Others 
wore of the opinion that the problem was exaggerated. It 
was not so much a matter of cost as of the balance of payment 
and even that factor was perhaps loss serious than it was 
made out to be. 

Was not :'Jurope, with its combin~d population and national 
income, quite capable of a much greater effort? No, said others, 
a big increase in military and other public spending was poli
tically infeasible. Furthermore, the example of the Third World 

was there to demonstrate how much influence could be achieved 
without ecbnomic and military strength, if one only spoke with 
one voice. 

The idea was debated, whether :Gurope's influence with 
the U. S. could be strongthcned by est·ablishing some machinery 
in Vlashington, a secret conni tteo for example, or regular 
meetings of the U. S. Secretary of Defence with the arnbassadors 
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of the NATO countries, or a kind of secondary NATO Council. 
There was the ex~ple of the weekly meetings of the' 
Secretary of State with representatives of the sixteen 
countries trucing part in the Korea campaign. But others 
warned that such a secondary NATO Council could only 

function correctly if it would have well-defined terms 
of reference, and there was certainly a danger of dupli
cation with the powers of the Paris Council, thus creating 
confusion in NATO policy-mat:ing. 

The cases of Vietnam and San Domingo were discussed, 
but there was no agreement about the ~uestion, whether 
:;:,uropo could have exercise"'\ ·more influence on U. S.policies 
in these cases than it did. 

The matter of crisis management in NATO was elso raised. 
In cases where immediate action was re~uired, one man 
decisions would oftcn.be unavoidable,' but there seemed 
to be greater scope for longer term planning concerning 
action in various contingencies. All agreed that intensive 
consul taticn in l~ATO also about extra-:::Uropean problems, . 
was essen·t;ial. 

- - - - -. . . . 
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COLLOQUY on 

~OPE Al~D 1~E FUTURE.OF THE ATL~~IC ALLIANCE 

ThG Hague, l>iay 25-26, 1965 

~-2~~~~Y.-2f-~~~£E~~n_£2:£E~!~~i2~-~i~£~-~h~-~~~ 

by Dr,J.Linthorst Homan, Nember of the High Authority 
of the European Coal and Steel Comrnunity, Luxembqurg 

For the purpose of a political tour d'horizou 

the first problem is that it is not for a contemporary 'eo judge 

which even'cs in our 'c\'!enty years since 1945 \'!ill ultimately 

come to be considered "hist.oric". In my o...m case, a second 

problem is that I have spent most of these years engaged in 

special activitiGs connGc·ted \'lith European co-operation, so 

that my experience relates to certain particular corners of 

thG wide European field,. 

J. \'!ill try to describe the events and trends 

\'Jhich I consider the outstanding ones, but it is only righ·t 

to add that, for the reasons I have just mentioned, I shall 

be adopting a personal approach, and describing my personal 

reactions. If I ·tend, lil~e most guides, to ramble on rather 
' 

about thes0, you mus·t excuse me; I hope that they may serve 

to s·timulate your discussions. · 

The Hague Congress of !11u:y 1943, \'lh0n the 

EuropGu:n Uovement first took shape in t.his same building, 

came at an appropriate moment. Plans from the old years 

of division had been compared; the first post-war plans were 

·out or in preparation. In 19.116, federalis·ts from a number 

of European countries had met.in Switzerland, and lilinston 

Churchill had made his resounding speech in Zurich; in 1947, 

O.E.E.c. had been set up to carry out the generous· undertakings 

' 
/ ..... 
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of the Harshall Plan. Also in 1947, it had become clear that 

relations with the· Communist 1r1orld were not to be '11/hat the 

optimists had hoped: for the present "Europe" could only be 

Hestern Europe. 

had been signed. 

In'the beginning of 1948 the Brussels pact 

The Benelux partnership, launched in London 

in 1944, was by now in regular operation. Scandinavian co

operation was in process of es~ablishment. Against this 

background the Hague Congress rnar1,ed a meeting of minds on 

the future shape of Hestern Europe, embodied in a series of 

joint resolut:.ions 1r1hich were of the first importance in the 

light of 1r1hat follo"Ted, though at the time ·they necessarily 

fell short of 'IIThat some enthus iast.s had hoped. 

The next year, 1949, saw the follow-up to the 

Hague Congress in the institution of the Council of Europe, 

based on an idea mooted by Churchill in his Zurich speech, 

and vigorous debates ensued in the Council's Consultative 

Asaembly a;nong the federalists, the unionis·ts, the "function

<.>.lists.," and those delegates who had not yet formed a clear

cut opinion. In that same year, 1949, 'lllhile the O.E.E.c. was 

gathering speed, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization was 

established to protect the common aafety of ·the Atlantic world, 

with the United States, amid the heartfelt gratitude of eve~y 

responsible European, shouldering very much the heaviest share 

of 'che burden. liieamrhile, the western part of Germany had 

ceased to be a mere grouping of three zones of mil.itary 

occupation and was an independen·t constitutional democracy. 

This 1.<ms in many ways an encouraging picture. 

Hone the less, there were many Europeans who thought it lacked 

an essential element. It was not the well-defined entity 
~ 

which many of us had understood Churchill had in mind 'lllhen 

J:i.e spo}:e in 1946 of a "regional organization of Europe." 

~ne various plans and organizations were most valuable as 

far as they v1ent, but there was no clear outline, no cleu.r 

shape of things to come. There "'as cons·tant talk of a 

"cmronon mar}>et," but it looked more like a market of ideas 

... / ... 
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thnn nn economic programme. 

In .!11arch 1948, an excellent report had been 

produced by a working party of experts from sixteen ~·Jestern 

European coun·tries meeting in Brussels, 111hose sessions had 

also been attended by observers from the three western zones 

of Germnny nnd from the overseas Conunonwealth countries; a 

working party wi1ich later developed in·to a "Conseil de cooperation 

douaniere." The. 1948 report had listed the po·tcntialities and 

the advantages and disadvantages of a number of possible economic 

arl:'angements; varying from a mere tariff agreement; such as had 

formed the basis for Benelux in London, to full-scale economic 

union. As time \<Tent on, a considerable stream of informed and· 

thoughtful books appeared conunenting on these and other structural 

possibilities. 

By 1950 it '\<tas eviden'c that. O.E.E.C. was not 

going to adop'c any of ·these courses. Although everybody under

stood O.E.E.C.•s difficulties, there was a good deal of dis

appointment about this. I remember once in Paris at a meeting 

of one of O.E.E.c. •s r:onsultative conunittees I 1-1as snubbed foi: 

suggesting a common European e~•ternal tal:'iff: that would never 

do, Europe must not and could not hive off lil'e that, must not 

and could not discriminate, there were wider interests to be 

considered than hers nlone. It wns evident, too, that the 

Council of Europe 1 s Assembly in Strasboul:'g '\<Tould not take the 

plunge of adopting a general structural plan: even if it 'l<lere 

willing, the Conunittee of !Hnisters would not let the project 

go through, since there were ah~ays bound to be one or two 

countries against it. 

The O.E.E.C. and S·trasbourg procedures "VTere 

undoubtedly an advance on the state of affairs between the 

wars, nnd the principle of in·tergovernmental unanimity certain

ly had the advantage that any action talten was taken with the 

agreement of all the Governments concerned, but it began to be 

widely feared ·that the result \oTOuld never be more than the 

l0111eot common denominator, of all the interests concerned, too 

low to meet the gigantic needs involved in the total modern

ization of Eul:'ope in all respects,· bar none. 

. .. / ... 
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The Schuman Declaration of nay 1950 raised 

quarters, but doubts and apprehensions in others. 

and Schuman, after having made it clear that the 

time had come for a decisive step, have held their horses a 

little longer? Or vms there no prospect a·t all of general 

agreemen·i:, so that they had no alternative but to go cl1end? 

The Schu!'tnn Declnration demonstrated that 'che last thing they 

in'cendcd was to establish a division bc·t\~een the countries 

adopting their plan and the rest of the European fw~ily. The· 

\'/hole scheme \ITaO only' a pilot project: ·obviously there would 

be no particular sense in brondening 'che basis for two sec·tors 

only 1 coal <:nd steel 1 nnd not for ·the v1hole economy, nor in 

estnblishing such an arrnngement to lnst 1 as such, on its own 1 

nor in conceiving of this compnratively limited bloc of six 

countries as nnything but a nucleus for a larger Eew Europe. 

But a start had to be mnde some1r1here, and 111hy not here? The 

time wus considered ripe "to stnr"t ·trying 1 through this bold 

yet not recklessly bold scheme, to transcend the purely nat.ional 

dimension, bo-th economically and institutionally 1 vrith a common 

Parliamen·i:ary Assembly to maintain the principles of democracy 

and a special Co1.1rt of Justice to adminis·ter ·the la"'· 

After. fairly rapid negotiations this particular 

concep·i: of a Corcunon Harke·t took shape ih 1951. It was a shape 

tha·i: defied or·i:hodm;: formulation: economically it was some'ching 

of a cornposi·te, a free trade nretl with a doze of common policy 

on specific matters 1 organizationally and politically it wns 

something more than intergovernmental agreement and something 

less than federation. In short 1 it represented a special 

approach Hhich the experts were at a loss to define. 

Once past. the purting of the ways 1 from 

1951-1952 on, the Si:: forged ahead with vigour. 

Jean Honnet, at the head ·of the Coal nnd Steel 

Community, was an inspiring leader. On the baois of a Pleven 

Pla.n a treaty for a Defence Community was drafted 1 v1ith many 

... I ... 
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references to N.A.T.O. 's decisive responsibility. The existence 

of these two communities would ask for strong institutional and 

democratic organization. 

Accordingly, the draft European Defence Community 

treaty contained a clause (Article 38) whereby the enlarged 
Common Assembly of E.c.s.c., meeting as an Assembly ad hoc; was 

to draw up a constitution for a federal or coDfederal organ

ization, based on the principle of the separation of powers and 
having a two-chamber syste.-n of parliamentary representation. 

The Netherlands, anxious lest insufficient at~ention be given 

to the economic aspects, contributed the successive Beyen Plans 

for an economic section to be Written into this instrument. 

· This ad hoc Assembly completed . its work in th«;l 

beginning of 1953. Meonwhile, the six Governraents had also been 
trying their hand at drawing up their ~m brand of co~titution, 

in an effort to establish just what their re~pective ideas on 

the subject really were. This turned out to be no easy matter, 

because political opinion in France was shifting in favour of 

other objectives, away from the ideas of Schuman and Monnet; as 

cmae out unmistakably at the series of diplomatic conferences 

in 1953 and 1954. I still often glance over our re,cords of 

these conferences, just to'remind myself how affairs stood in 

those early days and how they have developed since. It was all 

very much in the realms of theory, and I still remember how the 

German delegate, Prof. Hallstein,. urged a different approach: 
to his mind what was needed t-ms less deductive and more inductive 
reasoning, less working from preconceived economic and institution

al principles to their logical conclusions and more from practical 
needs to common principles of action. 

The \'/hole project foundered in the French National 
Assembly in the summer of 1954. The Defence Community and the 

concomitant concept of a Political Assembly "'ere no· more. 

The Benelux group, however, stuck to their guns. 
At the Messina Conference of 1955 1 the Six dropped the rather 

deductive approach, and a list of practical "European" questions 

was adopted, to .be referred for consideration by a group of 

... / ... 
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experts under the e::pericnced leaderahip of Paul-Henri Spank. 

Bri·i:ain was invited to taJ;:e part, and delegntions wGre to be 

aent by .the High Authority in Lw:ernbourg and by o.E.E.c. and 

thG Council of Europe. 

In 1956, Spaak was able to submit his report, 

which wus published for-i:hwi'ch nnd t-ms nccepted as il basis for 

negotiation. To my mind the Spank Report should still be required 

reading for all: it is, I feGl, il classic exfuuple of the perfect 

inductivG approtlch. Europe .was obliged ·i:o accGpt brouder busing 

of many of its economic activities: very \'Tell, let it accept a 

similarly broad-based set of practical cormnon rules und common 

institutions. 

Our negotiations along these lines took only il 

yeur, und in Narch 1957 the Treaties of Rome \'lore signed. I '1-lilS 

staying ~1ith relatives of mine in Rome for the occusion, and I 

remember asking a young nephew \'lhy he was not at school that day. 

"T11ere's a fest.a today," he told me. "Is there?" I suid, "whilt 

festu?" "'J.'he Binisters huve gone to murlwt." 

Gone to market they had. Bu·i: they had no·i: found 

the going par·i:icularly easy, nor was the marketing easy when they 

got. there. 

I should emphasize, I 'chinJ;:, thnt the Si:: are a 
; . 

random group, 1 inked only, as has often be poin·i:ed out, by the 

fac'.: thnt. they had taken up the Schuman proposals and t.'le rest 

had no'c. Only in the circumstances pre•Jailing at that particular 

junct.ure could it possibly have been those particular nations 

that. took it upon themselves ·i:o try ou·i: this ·unprecedented form 

of co--operation. 

The group of the Six includes a country \'lith a 

centuries old system of centralism which has vitally involved 

the state as such in all ·the vicissitudes of ·the nation; it 

includes other countries with a history of federal and even 

confederal co-operation, Nhere centralism has never been liked; 

... / ... 
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it includes other countries again with a recent history of 

nationalistic centralism \<1hich turned into a drama the men of 

today never hope to live ·to see again. Some countries of ·the 

Six have always had a protected and even a rather self-sufficient 

economy, and others have always livcrlby trade. Small wonder that 

for the one ·the s·tate has a tendency to remain the centre of all 

things, '<lhile o·thers have a natural desire for international law. 

But notwithstanding these deep differences between th~~, each and 

all of them were convinced that a new Europe could be born when 

com;non methods and activities ~rmulcl. taJ,.e the place of the old 

tug-of-war be'c~r1een nationalisms • 
• 
The initial success of the Schuman Plan ~r;as the 

force ... ,hich in 1955-1957 brought the national standpoints into a 

common focus; prudently, because the set-bac1c of 1952-1954 was 

vivid in everybody's mind. Spaak's report cleared the l!Tay, 

chosing a method of ins·titutional co-operation by '<ihich the 

general economic outlines could be further specified and brought 

into pract.ice, and gradual evolution made possible. 

This meant that on this decisive step many others 

would have to follow, steps of execu'cion and of evolution. The 
' nev! organi.zation "TOuld bring forward nev pO'<Ters and these vould 

lead to nev1 tensions. There would be tension in the economic 

field, tension in the ins·titutional one 1 and behind. the treaties 

there would remain that wide field of general policy, the forces 

of "'hich, in those years 1 were convergent but nontheless not 

canalized by a political trea·ty as foreseen in 1952-1954. 

In o·ther "'ox:ds, a nm1 personality entered nation-· 

al and international life, and much \1ould depend on the atmosphere 

around it. 

Schuman Plan 1 the 

It was, in fac·t, 

partner had made 

This 

ne111 

and 

his 

time again, just as in the case of the 

organzations had a character "sui generis." 

it remained 1 a se·ttlement for which each 

concessions in a ra·ther non-classical way. 

This fact might unset·tle 'die experts cf poli·tical and legal 

science, it might not be very impor-tan'c in itself ••• , • but it 

was to be impor·tant as soon as the partners would be confronted 

..... / ... 
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with further developments, because it is difficult to change this 

or ·chu·c clement of a basic agreement "l'lithou·c disturbing its initial 

political balance. 

In my opinion, ho111evor, evolution on the rend 

forwurd should ahmys be possible. The "raison d 'etre'' of '.:he 

group of· Six and of their treuties \-JaS clenr :i:n the initial years 

nnd should remain clear. The idea of a nucleus for wider Europeun 

co-operation "l'li·thin the :field of wider. European and Atl<mtic 

partnership can, us far as I can see it, ei·cher be gradually 

strengthened, or there is no "raison d'etre" anymore. 

During the preparation of the Spaak Report the 

British exp!='rts threw in their hund. I still remember th~ir 

last words on the subject. They could not go ull the wuy to~ith 

the Six in uiming ut a Common I!iurl~et in the form of u Customs 

Union and even an Economic Union, nor did they approve the proposed 

in&itutionul set-up. A free trude ureu wus all that was either 

necessury or desirable. 

The Six from their side n0\-1 had the Community for 

Coal and Steel, u com:aon experience of mut.ual negotiations since 

'chen, and u common conviction 'chut, whatever t.heir mutual differ

ences, a conunon organizution with conm1on institutions would be 

the only \'lU":l. to modernize their regional economy. Later in my 

speech I hope to defend the stundpoint that ·the differences 

between their so-called "structural" and the so-called "function

al" approach are not so much a matter of principle as of degree, 

<ind I thinJ< that the difference which· divided the Six and Great 

Britain in 1955-1956 was that the Six t.;ere convinced that they 

should go rathel: far \'Jhereas the British "l'mre not oniy not con

vinced of that necessity but also, of course, had to conside/ 

the Commom;ealth. At. that decisive momen·t the differences loo}:ed 

very essential indeed. The Six wanted an organic entity,, the 

British preferred to pic1c out things func'cionally I a la cnr·ce. 

Much the same happened at a later date, when 

the Danes asked repeatedly to be allowed to participate in 

eoe/••o 
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matters of agriculture without becoming full members. Again the 

Six 'VJOuld have none of it: to them the sottlemen·t reached applied 

to the \'Jhole field with all its mutual concessions, rights and 

opligations. 

The Treaties of Rome .,.;ere duly ratified nnd in 

1958 the t\'10 new Communities cnme into being. 

E.E.c. started under difficulties. The negotiations 

on the nG\'1 British proposals for a free trnde area, to embrnce 

the whole of O.E.E.c. including the Six, hnd shown up not only 

the differences between the E.E.c. approach and the approach of 

the other o.E.E.C. countries, but also differences among the Six 

themselves, the Netherlands and Germany in particular being more 

in sympathy wi·th the British line 'chnn the res·t. But gradually 

it had become clear that no comprehensive settlement was possible. 

Again the Six and the others parted company. 

This tension within t:he Sut \'IC\S to some extent 

reflected nt Brussels, \'-lhere not everyone had been 111holeheartedly 

in favour of the position taken by the Commission. I·t took some 

time before the Commission had the confidence of the whole Council. 

By sheer luck the economic 111eather favoured the implementation of 

the Treaty. There \oJas also constructive pressure from both sides 

of industry, the trade unions speaking wi'ch a particularly uni·ted 

voice. In the bacl;:ground Nonne·t 's Ac·i:ion Commit·i:ee for the 

United States of Et~opc helped to get difficulties and hcsitntions 

overcome. The movement gathered speed. But efforts to arrange 

for periodic meetings bet\oJeen the rHnisters and the heads of the 

Executives to discuss genernl European policy cnme to no·ching. 

was speeded up; 

E.E.c. made s·tartling progress. The ·timetnble 

in some fields, though not in nll, impressive 
' . 

strides were mnde in frruning a common policy; many problems on 

\'rhich the Treaty of Rome had cautiously conunitted itself to very 

.lit'cle or to nothing ut 1111 were tackled jointly, as part of the. 

natural tendency of integration, which is inclined, once started, 

to sprend in ever-ex·tending circles. Private enterprise and 

... / .... 
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organized labour went ahead so fast that they often outstripped 

even this rate of progress, and the farmers too gradually cnme 

to see that the ngricultural sector could not afford to be J.e:Zt 

behind. 

In 1951, Ireland, Britc:tin, DenmarJ;: and Norway 

applied to join the three Communities, and the neutral Powers, 

Austriu, S\';itzerland and Sweden, rJ.sked for nssocinte sta·i:us. This, 

in conju . .-1.c'cion "lith the association of Greece and Turl<;ey 1 would 

have been a tremendous advnnce tcx·mrds the reunion of nll members 

of the original O.E.E.c. I say "Gl<iginal" because o.E.E.c. 

was by nov1 O.E.C.D. and no longer pure!!lY Eurcpenn in charact.er. 

In those happy days of co:1ficience in the prospec-ts for a \•;ider 

Western European ·partnership, I \-Tent to see many friends who in 

1950 and 1356-1957 had been c1u;:.ious about the plans of ·the Six 1 

and said t.o t:her .. 1, 11 \·Tnat did I ·tell you?u 

Bu·c in January 1963 it vms their turn to sny, 

"l'Jhnt did ~ ·cell you?" - for their direst forebodings h<ld come 

true. 

Paradox n~J followed 011 pm:adox. The rupture of 

the Bri'cish nego'cia·cions Has no·t follo";ec1 by a shm.;dmm among the 

Sbc, but, within a fe""vl days, by a treaty be'cween France nnd Germany~ 

The French Head of S·i:ate who had told Britic.n she was not ripe for 

Corre:aunity meni!:Jership, and who 'tl<ls soon to i.nsis·t on a go-ahead 

agricultural policy "'vTithin E.E.C., los·t no opportunity of proclaim

ing thnt the institut.ional procedureo laid dmm in the European 

Treaties were n dead loss -- while ·at thG same 'cime blithely 

taking the continued cohesion of the Six for grv.nted in his 

suggestions for a special political set-up entirely different 

from thn'c provided :<:or by the three existing Trentiec. 

1963-1965, then, has beeri a period of unhop~C!

for progress by E.E.c. itself -- E.c.s.c. and Eura·tom have been 

up against special difficulties o:Z their O"Vm -- , but of steadil1' 

growing political estrangemen·c auong the member countries • 
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Not that I mean everything in the E.E.C. garden 

has been lovely. Difficulties over agricultural policy.could be 

ironed out in the course of the celebrated "marathons," but the 

cen-t.ral institutional trend has been hampered by differences 

between France and the o'cher five. The "democratization" bf 

our institutions has made no hend\·Tay so far. 

In E.c.s.c. the European Purliament can exercise 

considerable control over the implementation of the Treaty, since 

th0 High Au·i:hority is ans-..1ernbl0 for th0 0xecution of "<That really 

is ·a rather concise programme of nction, and cnn be compelled ·to 

resign in a body; the Parliament also has n certain say in budget 

mat·i:ers, ·though hot a very large one. But under the Treaties of 

Rome the Pnrliament haa a much w0aker voice concerning the budget, 

and no authori·ty over the Councils of I-iinister:n the Councils can 

and do introduce all kinds of measures which practically amount 

to European legislation, with even the Commiosions playing only 

a limited role. The posi·ticn is therefore thi:rt the rnising and 

framing of common funds and the channeling of common policy are 

no longer controlled by the national parliagents, and not yet 

. con·::.rolled in nny real sense by 'che c;orronon European Parliamen·t. 

And absolutely nothing has been done to irnplemen·t the provision:> 

in the Treaties of Rome whereby the European Parliamen·i: is to be 

elected by direct ~~iversal suffrage. 

For Hea'cern European <iemocraciea this is an 
' 

awkward position to be in, impossible to e:·:plain both to our own 

peoplea and to the associated nations in Africa and else\~here 

who wish their m-m aystem of government to be on the modern 

democratic model. 

If we vrant ·to foster a bulanced development of 

the conununity, important decisions will soon have to be talcen. 

Since years many constructive· sugges·i:ions have been made, by the 

European Parliament itself and by five of the six nntional 

capitnlo. 

In theory there \'lOuld be three occus ions to im

p~ove the situation. Certain aspects of the ngricultural policy 

with i'cs enormous common :Eunds have to find' 'cheir final shape 

... / ... 
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'<thich in the financial field will ani~ for rat.i:':ication b:' the 

mernber s·t·ates o 'I'he merger of 'che three exist:ing treaties \.,rould 

be aaother occasion. And finally there might once oe an agree

mea~ as to procedure in the direct political field between the 

Six. 

A fortnight ago the European Parlirunent, in its 
• 

large majoritl', e":_:>ressed ·the .. opinion that something should be 

done nov1, and thai:. the spP.eding-up of agric_ultural policy and 

i'cs financial ·consequences should go hand in hand with a speeding

up of the cus-toms union with i:.he financial implications of i·ts 

outside tariffs, and 111ith a streng·thening of the oudget-po111er of 

the European Parli'iffieni:. o In other words 1 -111ith some amendments 

Strasbourg supported the st,Iggestions 111hich the Commission recen·t

ly put forward. 

The Council of l!iinisters, hO'<lever, did not or 

no·t yet fo_ll0111 this line, and I wonder what 111ill happen now. 

Meam-1hile it is clear tha·i: in the long rt'n ·the 

only real solution· in tune with the start of 1S·50 and \'lith the 

steps of 1956:-1565 will be a· scpara·i:ion of powers, the basis of 

democracy, as discussed in the years 1952-1954. 

Le'c me n0111 tal~e a looJc at the progress of 

European co-operation in t:he 111ider field. 

E.F.'r.Ao, "the Seven," set up as the natural 

substitute fol].owing the collapse of ·che Paris negot:ia~ions :cor 

a broader free -trade area, just as naturally carried on after 

the French veto in 1963. 

Some political and economic el:perts tend t:o 

consider the respective approaches of thQ Six and the Deven as 

mutually opposed. This is surely going too far: personally, I 

feel the tv;o appttoaches, though different, migh·c '<lell produce 

in the long run the srune ultimate results. 

In this connection I should like to say a '<lord 

... I .. . 
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about two particular developments during the post-war years -

the establishment and consolidation of Benelux, and the gradual 

e·.rolvement of the Netherlands approach. 

Starting modest-ly as a tariff agreement before 

the end of the war, Benelux has progressed on its road towards 

economic union. As time has gone on, more and more action has 

come to be taJ~en in common, or at any rate more and more enact

ments and arrangemen·i:s co-ordinated. ~ihile originally the 

approach was strictly com:nercial and functional, it is not:l the 

general conviction that in this day and age economic and social 

policy, and indeed ·the whole conception of society as such, needs 

to be envisaged on the same broad basis as has been adopted with 

regard to the Common Har~;:et -- whether a small common mar};ct like 
' Benelux or a larger one lil~e the European Corrununity. To b<:>gin 

with Benelux had only a SecretaJ:iat; now there is also a 

Parliamentary body with certain specified powers, and there is 

op·timism as to ratifications of a recent agreement on a Court of 

Justice discharging a nwnber of important functions. 

The Dutch approach to the Common Harket of \:he 

Six has progressed from the submission of the first Beyen Plan, 

proposing the inclusion in the Political Community s'catu"i::e of 

1953-1954 of an economic section providing for \:he introduction 

of a cus·i:oms union over a perioC:: of ten years but for hardly any 

common policies, to pressure for economic union t:rith integrated 

policies in the economic and social fields -- a demonstration 

if ever there \•/as one ·chat the Benel\m principles were regarded 

as not only the right ones in themselves bu·i: worth applying in 

a still more highly-developed form -- and from initial doubts 

in 1950 concerning institutional integration to absolute insist

ence on it later on as the only way to ensure that the common 

policies finally arrived at really would be in the common interest. 

On the other side, several of the Seven in 
1961-1963 were prepared to accept the economic and the in

stitutional approach of the Six. Again, although the neutral 

members of E.F.T.A. are of course in a dif:ficult position, they 

did apply in 1961-1963 for association with the Six, and Austria 

is even now conducting negotiations with E.E.C. 
. . .,. I ... 



Surely in logic at·,any rate -- though political 

affairs seldom develop entirely logically -- we are entitled to 

feel that a few years of differing approaches 1r1ill not rea:i.ly 

wreck all chance of a successful outcome. 

In the mean·time, much more use could be made of 

the existing raachinery for V!estern Europe as a ~~hole ~or 

instance of such organizations as the Council of Europe. A great 

deal of co-ordination could be effected through these channels, 

;especially in the all-important field of law: in the end European 

integration means a system of regional European la1r1. 

The prospects \•Till be all the more encouraging 

if 'I(TC can tackle common e:cternal tasks shoulder to shoulder. 

There are plenty o::: these ready to hand. 'i'here is the Kennedy 

round, designed to reduce the incidence of economic protection 

and so of economic division. And the o·ther iO.eals which President 

I\ennedy lis·teO. 1r1hen he spoJ:e at the Paulsldrche in Frankfurt in 

1963 --·they are there waiting to be '.:a1;:en up and 1r10rked for by 

us all. A genuine partnership between 'iJes'cern Europ0 and the 

North American continent, making for increased Atlantic solidarity 

and. increased possibilities for aiding development in the 1rmrld 

at large, would st.imulate Wes·tern Eul!'ope to s·till more vigorous 

efforts ·to play its full par'c in achieving these tremendous ends. 

On the technological front, '<le could con'.:ribu'ce to one another's 

research; on the economic, we could step up the process of inter

national' specialization -- ·the great objec·t of a common market -

to the benefit of consumer and producer alike; on the political, 

much could be done to build for the future; oh the military, our 

nuclear defence would be in line with the requirements of our 

timeo 

Since the plan for a European Political Community 

of the Si:c had failed with the E.D.c. in 1954, the general opinion 

\~as that economic integra·tion was the way to try and find out 1r1hat 

in the end would be desirable and possible in the political field, 

both in the sense of a so-called constitutional treaty and in the 

sense of an organization for cor;unon attitudes in the field of 

.... / ... 
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"la.grande politique." And there '\<!as general agreement that 

overall political strategy and the central questions of cor,unon 

defence should be left 111ith H.A.'l',O,, as had been foreseen by 

the drafts for the E;n.c. and 'che E.P~C. 

Tlle•constitutional basia for integration can 

either grow gradually by constant execution of treaties as the 

one of the E.E.c., or else be laid by a special treaty. "La 

grande politique" <md nuclear defence, in my opinion, can al111ays 

-- and should -- be seen in their present dimenaions, which are 

' larger 'chan the European ones. 
' 

The idea of steady s·ro111th, however I ~ras inter·

rupted by the French proposals for political union between the 

Six in 1960-1961, These proposals even chose another·method and 

gradually it appeared 'chat: they 1·1ere meant to lead the Six into 

other directions ·than the ones of the years of their· initial 

agreements. Later it became clear that this \ITOuld even mean 

Opposite direc-'cions. 

--------------
r 

I ven·ture to hope 'cha·t you '\<Till :l:orgive me \llhen. 

I end my tour d 'horizon wi'ch a personal remarl: about tne 'present 

situation of the Six. In my opinion I should stress the outlook 

things might have if the ideals of 1950 and 1956-1957 would not · 

have been blocked by the presen'c crisis. Convergent political 

forces be'c111een the· par'c·ners of the communitie·s v10uld easily mmet 
' I 

eno:tmous tasks: the success of; the E.E·.Co centre vents et marees 

mace that abundantly clear. The institutional merger would lead 

to a constructive new treaty. Ne111 tasl>s \lloulc1 be taken up. The 

institutione '\<Tould be given a modern democra·tic bas'is. European 

Parliament would be elected by direct vote and get real powers • 

. Other Eur6pean countries would bG invited to join the small group 

of the Six. Atlantic cohesion would, be st'rengthened. 

' Inthu.t·evolution nation~lism 111ould develop into '. . ' cominon responsibility; and 1qhile serving the h.ighest interests 

of our nations we 1110uld give the world a good e~amplG of how one 
'. 
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can adapt the dimensions of this century and of the centuries 

to come. 

For me this is, the main tasl::, the high ideaL I 

cannot possibly visualize hm·; a return to the old methods of 

tug-of-v.rar bet.'<T.een national interests on the basis of absolute 

sovereignty of the national state, and h0\'1 a return to seli:

sufficiency 1 no~1 on a larger scale, conld ever serve the ini:erests 

oi: Europe and shov/ the world that our rcg_ion has the strong force 

\·Jhich should be its •essential s·i:rength, the force of imagination. 

On the contrary, it is sure and certain that we \·IOulC. c<o the 

exact: opposite of \</hat in 1950 and in 1956-1957 we promised our

selves and others to do. 

Anc1 that can never be the "raison d 'etre" of the, 

Si~c. 

Therefore their prcsen·i: crisis might well be 

decisive for 'chemselves, for wider European· co-operation, ai1cl. 

for 'che :Eutur0 of ·the l'.·tlantic Cornmuni·ty, 
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A,ppendix III 

Alastair Buchan : "The future of the Atlantic Alliance" ~. 

(Nearly complete text, as com~iled fr~m the lecturer's 
notes and recorded by_the secretariat). . 

A . 

I should like to open this introduction to our 
discussion on a very large subject, by expressing my 
great pleasure that this ~onference is taking place. 
~~ own Institute was founded, six and a half years 
ago, to fulfil an international not a national purpose. 
It was founded in the beli~f that problems of defence 
and security had reached a point of complexity which 
meant that they could no longer be adequately studied 
in a purely national context.·one of the central 
objectives of the Institute of Strategic Studies has 
been to provide a forum, through various kinds of 
conferences, where scholars and experts from different 
countri·es could confront and in:!rlgorate each other's 
views. Gradually, as resources hav~ become available, 
we have built up a small international staff as well 
as a group of research associates from several countries. 
This occasion is~ particularly happy one, since it is 
the first conference in a continental country that we 
have organised jointly with a national Institute, and 
we hope that it will set a pattern for more other such 
conferences in other countries, and perhaps, before 
too long again in the Netherlands itself. I personally 
extract a great deal of pleasure from the'fact that 
the first of our joint conferences should be taking 
place in the Netherlands. We have always cherished 
our links with this country. Speaking as an Englishman 
we find refreshing similarity of approach in many 
great international questions, perhaps not surprising 
in view of our closely interwoven historical experienc·e. 
Speaking' personally, .I had the honour to participate 
in the liberation in the last period of the war and it 
is always a great pleasure to return. 

We are on the threshold of a very difficult period 
of Atlantic relations. It is desirable that those who 
have a common approach should fully understand. each 
other's views. 

B 

I have no reputation as a prophet, and I am not 
going to try to peer far a head or attempt any grandiose 
vision of the future of'Atlantic relationship. Moreover, 
I am not an economist and will confine myself to polit
ical and military aspects, knowin'g that others will be 
dealing in expert fashion the economic aspects. 

rwith 
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First, I would like to put on record my own belief 
that there is no serious danger that the NATO alliance 
will break up. The ,only country that might exercise 
the 1969 option is France, or other co~tries choose 
this possibility on beh_alf of that country. I don't 
beli~ve that it is De Gaulle's intention, and even if 
it were, he could not do 'it because of the strength 
of the European system that you yourselves have helped 
create. France could not leave NATO and still hope 
that the Six will survive as a community. France's 
national interest in maintaining the EEC 
is too great to permit that. All we have is attempts at 
diplomacy that expose the weakness of the Frenc.h 
position. 

Nor do I attach much importance to the danger of 
another Rapallo. If French policy were to continue on 
its present course, it would have a very unsettling 
effect on Germany. But a German reversal of alliances 
flies so d'irectly in the face of German interests that 
this danger has little credibility. 

I mentioned those two points not to be eomplacent 
but because it is important not to be worrying about 
the wrong dangers~ The real question of the future 
is not so much that. there will be any formal breach 
in Atlantic political and military system, but how one 
can make NATO' s system evolve in such a way that it 
remains the system with demonstratable capability for 
collective action of the force wanted, and does not 
degenerate into a regional or local milit~ry.arrangement 
with the major countries concentrating on their 
bilateral relationships with each other, especially 

,with the U.S., each· pursuing unilateral policies towards 
the communist. and third worlds. There is a great 
desire in all NATO capitals, except Paris, for such an 
evolutiqn towards mo.re effective collective action, . 
whether it takes the.form of partnership between the 
U.S. and a Europe that is acquiring capacity for collect

tive political action, or a more effective multilateral 
system. 

c 

Now, we will fail in this taSk of retaining NATO 
as a master system of the West, if we don't form some 
estimate of what will be the major problems with which 
that system is going to have to grapple. The sixteen 
years of history of NATO can be davided in two periods 
of equal length, from the signature of the Treaty to 
Suez and from Suez to the election of President Johnson. 

- 3 ... 
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The Alliance broke down in 1956 because we were so 
preoccupied after the Korean war with building a 
viable system of defence in Europe and getting the 
U.s.·committed to it. Much too little attention 
was paid to the ot~er main problem of the period 
- tbe developing of a collective appr.oach to. the 
problem of decolonization. During eight years 
sin9e Suez we have been.wrestling with.series of 
problems that arose out of events of 1956/1958: 
the ICBM and the doctrine of flexible response to 
which it inevitably gave rise; the growth of sec ood
ary n&:t16nal nuclear forces in Europe;- -Afiglo-French 
rivalry-and jealousy; th€ political implications of 
the Treaty of Rome in terms of a possible collective 
military and political vote :for.Europe; later the 
fear of a Soviet-US rapprochement. 'l 
Characteristics were: 

1. Intense concentration on the problem Qf 
nuclear strategy and control; 

2. Fear of nuclear proliferation as a purely 
European phenomenon, especially as regards 
Germany; 

3. Tendency to regard the communist thr€at in 
its military aspect as principally directed 
against Western Europe and European confront
ation as the most dangerous; 

4. The tendency to regard European-US relation
ship as largely s u i g e n e r i s, unrelated 
to other relationships, such as the other 
U.S. alliances and the U.N.; ' 

5. Growth of a theoretical model of the European
American partnership, a relationship of units 
of roughly equal size and weight, 

I don't need to remind you of the arguments ; the 
validity of the U.S. guarantee; the right of u.s. to 
lay down alliance strategy; implications of a special 
U.S. dialogue with Soviet Union; how 0an European 
allies exercise influence over U.S. policy making and 
practical decisions; what control can a conquered 
country like Germany exercise over its own security; 
can a European political and defence system be brought 
into existence. 

It was a debate that became corrupted: 

a) By De Gaulle's very narrow defination of French 
interests, preference for the capac~ty for 
French freedom of action in the strategic 
stalemate to increasing French influence on 
collective policy making; 
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b) By British hesitation about relations with 
Europe and the political position of its 
nuclear force; 

c) By German nervousness; 
d) By a'· cert~in dogmatism in Washington about both 

politics and strategy, which ~as an unfortunate 
aspe~t of enormous gain in the intellectual 
consistehcy of U.S. policy which Kennedy admin
istration brought about. 

After 1963 the debate became restricted to talking about 
one proposal, MLF, which was designed to meet only one 
point on the agenda, German claims for some equivalence 
in status to U.S. and France, though vague promises were 
held ou:t that it would be ·a panacea for all other ills. 
When this proposal stalled, it was clearly time for a 
complete reappraisal of the whole problem. 

D 

It is a great pity that these years 1958-1964 were 
not used to better effect, because factors involved in 
developing a better NA'rO system were more fully under an 
American-European consenses than is likely to be the 
case in the future. But I would llke to suggest that 
many of these arguments are in reality already settled 
and are not likely to show the/priority in the future 
We are prevented from saing them by the slow exit of a 
great old man, who like other great men is bent on undoing 
in his dotage the great contributions he made to his 
country in earlier years. 

Some examples of arguments which have been settled 
or have been almost·settled, are (not necessarily in 
the right order) : . 

i) The validity of the American guarantee of Wes:G
ern European countries has been fully justified 
by the Cuban crisis, by the marked caution of 
Soviet policy since then, by demonstrable meas-
ures of U.S. itself to keep its guarantee valid, 
in terms of force levels (the strategic super
iority over the S.U.), in terms of technical 
advance, invulnerability, and in the general 
determination plus caution shown by the u.s. in 
all crises, 

ii) The doctrine of flexible response is now seen in 
a better perspective in Europe, then when first 

mo~ted three years ago. It demonstrated that it 
is dangerous to proclaim such ideas without prep
aration.Flexible response concept is not a 
device for fighting a Soviet-American war on 
European territory, but a means of retaining some 
degree of rational choice between strategic 
responses at each stage of a major crisis. 
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iii)A war in Europe by design or intent is becoming 
increasingly implausible. This does not imply 
a Soviet.ahange of heart or the end of the 
possibility of a European crisis. Certainly 
the danger of war by miscalculation remains. 
But with,American superiority, the balance of 
terror h'as become more stabilized. ·The like;J,i
hood of a deliberate Soviet assault on Europe 
has diminished. 

iv) The danger of nuclear proliferation in Europe 
f'rom European sources is not so great as one 
thought. Even Strauss has never advocated a 
German nuclear force, as his last article in 
"international Affairs" again demonstrates. 

v) The British attempt to retain a special relation
ship with the U.S. in Alliance affairs on the 
basis of nuclear weapons has been tacitly 
abandoned. This was done by Labour but I don't 
think that the Conservatives will resume the 
policy abandoned by Labour. There was some temp-
tation of a special relationship with France. 

Britain is moving slowly towards deliberate 
acceptance of equal status with Germany. The 
economic relations with Europe also influence 
British political conceptions. 

vi) Finally, the strategic limitations of Europe are 
more clearly appreciated. The~e is very small 
inclination to S€e the French force de frappe as 
a nuclear protection of Europe. The problems of 
a European deterrent (command, control etc.) are 
seen to raise fundamental problems. This requires 
a very developed political authority and a high 
degree of popular confidence, which are far away, 

at least a generation. Strategic strength can no longer 
foll~• automatically on economic strength. 

E 

If some of the present tensions within NATO are 
losing their force, there is no cause for satisfaction with 
the mechanism of col1ective action, for, if they are 
~llayed, it is only/reason of national action of the healing 
hand of time. 

There is nothing in which I have said that gives any 
clue to the proper relationship of Europe to the u.s., or 
give a real guidance for the future. But we shal make no 
sen~ of the future of the Atlantic alliance if we continue 
to be preoccupied with problems of the past. If Europe 
remains purely Euro-centred when the real dangers have 
moved elsewhere, hopes of a more influential relationship 
with the U.So will be dissipated. If the U.S. does not 
appreciate new problems that are confronting European 
countries, old tensions will arise in new formso 
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_ I am not a prophet, but I think we can already 
detect several new interrelated developments which will 
affect the relationship over the,next few years. 

1. Relations. between East and West European countries 
and particularly between East and West Germany. 
The next few·¥ears may not be productive in formal 
IU'lfls control. agreements, let alone disarmament. The 
Sino-Soviet confl'ict has diminished Soviet·freeliom of 
action in this respect. (Many years have been wasted on 
this point) •. There is certainly little ground for 
European fears·of a secret U.S. - S.U dialogue which 
would lead to agreements prejudicial to ~uropean interesta 
But the'increasing freedom of action in East European 
countries must lead to new developments in inter-European 
relations,. and there is no doubt that reunification or 
something like that is certainly on the top of the German 
agenda. These relations raise several questions. 
Repetition of old phrases, such as disengagement is not 
enough. Certainly no solution can be given by the U.S. 
alone not requiring a very full European debate about the 
kind of self-restraint, which should govern kinds and 
levels of forces stationed in Central Europe, and forms 
of reciprocal control and assurances between East and 
West European states. No proposal is viable without U.S. 
participation and no new agreement is conceivable without 
U.S. participation and no new agreement is conceivable 
without the Soviet Union, but to my mind the initiative 
in the field of arms control proposals and the new relat
ionship between Eastern and Western Europe and between 
most parts of Germany, must come from Europe and in 
particular from Germany itself. Germany cannot go on 
seeking new insurances against military attacks that are 
increasingly improbable and expect to develop a meaning
ful policy that would make a new relationship with East. 
Germany possible. Individuel initiatives by European 
countries are self-defeating, as was shown by McMillan's 
attempt in 1959 to draw S.U. into a discussion of a 
negotiation on European arms control, and the attempt by 
De Gaulle in 1964-65 to develop a unilateral approach. 
There is immense scope for a multilateral talk in West 
Europe concerning the conditions acceptable for a new 
relationship with East Europe. Perhaps the concept of the 
Six as a right structure might need revision. Perhaps it 
has to remain a economic union and not to acquire a to.o 
clear political structure. 

2o Nuclear proliferation. 
I have suggested that arguments about the control over 
nuclear weapons or divisive effect of national nuclear 
forces in Europe may be losing some of their force. The 
reason is that we have merged from 20 years of breakneck , 
development to a period of much greater technological 
stability in strategic weapor. s.. The progress of assimil
ating these has revealed the extreme difficulty which a 
small power has in confronting a large and technically 
sophisticated one. Credibility is not merely a question 
of possessing nuclear potential but related to which range 
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of casualties including the degree of damage a society 
can absorb. This tends to a continuing downgrading the 
significance not only of the British but also of the 
French nuclear force. It will be very difficult for the 
U.S. and ~he S.U. to develop anti-missile forces effective 
against each other, bu~ there is a practical possibility 
against· a smaller country. · 

But there is also the .case of countries not faced 
with a sophisticated adversary, but that yet feel their 
prestige or se.curi ty challenged. Two obvious examples of 
countries considering nuclear weapons are India and Israel. 
And the time may well come for Japan and Egypt. It is.afart 
that as a result .of our ~istaken belief ten years ago that 
peaceful atom could be separated from warlike atom··, the 
abilityw accumulate plutonium has been spreading around 
the world. If the nuclear club, which has taken 19 years 
to spread from ?.ero to five, were ·to double in the ne'xt 
five years, the countries with a .nuclear potential and 
advanc.ed .1ndustries like Sweden, Swi tserland, South Africa, 
italy and Pakistan and several others, which have reasons 
either of prestige or security, would begin seriously to 
consider exercising it. At that point Germany might well 
reconsider her decision concerning nuclear weapons in a 
world of many nuclear powers. 

There is no easy way to solve this problem. Non
dissemination is onl;t valid if accompanied by a self-denyng 
attitude in the part of the non-nuclear powers. Dissemin
ation of technology and material/to eliminate prolieferatior 
merely by restrictive agreements among nuclear powers. The 
question of guarantees to eliminate the incentive for 
acquiring nuclear weapons is less easy than people some
times suggest. 

We require therefore a non-proliferation strategy 
with many feacets. It will require such cooperation with 
the S.U. as we can achieve but it is primarily a Western 
problem.It will require the provision of an alternate me~s 
of security. to national nuclear force. In some areas in 
the Middle East and Afri·ca this will involve greater 
involvement of Atlantic powers. For some areas such as the 
periphery of China; it may largely be an American affair. 
But the same problems that have operated in Europe will 
apply to India and Australia. What happens in NATO with 
regard to the nuclear problem will have great influence" 

Interrelationship between Asian and European develop
ments9 
Asian decisions are often made unilaterally by the U.S. and 
to a lesser extent U.K. Yet Vietnam could lead to a deter
ioration of Soviet-American relations which might create 
an internal necessity for renewed Soviet· pressure in Europe, 
or at any rate damage the prospect of a more co~ructive 
relationship with Eastern Europe. Asian developments are 
thus affecting NATO policy in Europe. There is also the 
U.K. problem of allocating resources between Asia and Europe 
and the possibility of a switch of U.S. resources. 
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It is ironic that' after having been encouraged to 
decolonize,the European nowers are now asked to reengage 
themselves in the oth~r regions. It won't happen in the 
same way, probably not with direct relations in these 
areas, but perhaps indirectly via the U.N. for example. 
But I would like to emphasize tnat grow~ng European inter
est in Asia is not a question of altruism but of direct 
self-interest. The price of global power for'the Alliance 
is that one must acquire global interest, if one does not 
want to lose importance and status. 

4o One subject of a different kind that is acquiring 
increasing importance in th_e Atlantic debate. Defence· is 
not only the purchase of security, but also a form of 
economic activity, closely related to all advanced indus
tries. It is a complex ~uestion in which many mist~en 
idel'i.s circulate. One fact is ap12arent: no European-country 
has a large enough scientific base to compete alone with 
the U.S. in weapon research. One judgement: it is undesir-· 
able, economically, politically and militarily that the 
U.S. should be the one source of advanced technology 
(aircraft, electronic computers etc.). 

There is a tendency to handle this problem by short 
term stopgap action, e.g. the bilateral project of U.K. 
and France. But here is a casefur a real communalization of 
effort, as regards:, 

a) definition of requirements, 
b) research, and 
c) development. It will cost ten years before a 

real improvement in production is possible. This cooperat
ion need not be limited to the Six, but could be based on. 
WEU or a new European Defence Production Agency. It would 
involve European countries for the first time in close 
reconciliation of their views not only about military 
tactics and strategy, but also about the technical condit
ions governing them. u.s. should welcome this because it 
is unmistakable that U.S. dominance in this field is a 
source of anti-American feeling in Europe. 

. F 
I hope to have made it clear that I am a great 

believer in the importance of NATO allian~e and in its 
future, but I believe that different kinds of European
American relationships require different institutions. 
I believe the solution of partnership for some aspects the 
best, for other plural forms may be better. 

1. Nuclear control. The ANF is probably negotiatible now 
though not exactly in terms of the U.K. proposal. It is an 
improvement on MLF. Equally; a wide variety of ideas has 
not yet been~plored. The ANF is certainly not a panacea, 
or a golden aim for Atlantic relations, but it is only one 
more piece of machinery. 

-9-
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It should be very clear that its control system must 
be a rigorous one and fully understood in Eastern Europe. 
Otherwise it will conflict with one main preoccupation of 
the Alliance over the last 5 or 7 years, the relationship 
with East-Europe. 

2. Develo mertt of-new relationshi s with.East .Euro e. This 
wil r<;maJ.n arge yap ur!j. one. or dif eren uropean 
countries have different points of contact. But there is 
scope for the closest discussion within Western Europe of 
arrangements for new relationship between the two Europes 
and especially as it affects the NATO defence posture. 
Possibly the ANF will provide a forum, and it is to be 
hoped NATO itself. Europe must take the initiative on 
measures-with regard to Eastern-~u~ope. There has been 
little work done on arms'control. It will be highly~ 
damaging to European - U.S. relationship if the U.S; 
proposes and Europe shivers in fright about any change in 
the status quo. The real stimulus ought to come from 
Germany. · 

3. Extra-;Eur·otean problems. By their very nature they 
must involvehe u.s. They cannot even be approached on a 
European basis alone, since no sphere of influence division 
is conceivable. France has blocked new NATO machinery, 
the overhaul of the NATO organisation; it is a matter of 
judgement whether it is necessary toforce a slow-down zor 
better to wait for a new French government. It is neces
sary to improve the Paris machinery, but also multilateral 
planning in Washington should not be overlooked, in view 
of the importance of the ·u.s. policy processo 

4. Defence production. 
European cooperation. 

Here is a clear case for greater· 

G 

We are about to emerge from a sterile phase in Atiant~ 
ic relations, for which De Gaulle is by no means solely 
responsible. We emerge into a much more complex world, in 
which non-European problems will impinge more directly on 
our own than ever before. We shall only ·achieve real 
influence, if we recognize this complexity and fit our 
institutions to meet the problems of the future rather 
than of the past. 
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Ap.f>endix IV 

Thomas Schelling "Present vroblems of arm control" 

(essential points, as recorded by the secretariat). 

Disarmament is still almost wholly discussed in terms 
of the relation between the U.S. and the Soviet-Union. 
In the whole matter of disarmament, the role of arm 
chair thinking and of speculation is still dominant. 
In a way there/no experts, but only amataurs in this field 

Thomas Schelling observed that war does not seem to 
obsess us so much at present as it has done for a decade ,l 
C.P. Snow said ten years ago that we would soon have 
a nuclear war, and many shared his pessimism. But nuclear 

war has not come yet. In fact, the arms race seems much 
less apparant than some years ago. 

ln the first place, there is a decline in visible 
arms build-up, as compared with the first years of the 
Kennedy adminLstration. Although the production of 
strategic weapons is now at a maximum level, this is the 
result of the procurement programme of about fi"fe years 
a~o, and this production will now waper off, so that the 
number of' missiles will not 60 beyond about 1000 Minuteman 
and 400 Poleri.s missiles. Secretary !l:cNamara announced 
this year to Congress that the 100 additional Minuteman 
missiles, wJuch he still thought necessary the year 
before, would after all not be needed. 

There is something almost complacent about saying 
that we have enough weapons. 

Perhaps there was a conscious determination to 
avoid - an ., upward swing in the arms build-up. The arms 
race is a kind of feedback process, with the one reacting 
to the others actions and so onward. 

Another reason for the quieting down of the arms 
race is the scientific lull. One may say that it is the 
first time that the weapons which come into service are 
not already obsolete. We do not know now, what weapons 
will make the l\ inuianan and the Polaris obsolete. '.!'here 
will be some further improvements in their quality, but 
they are at present the last word. The pace of obsolescence 
has slowed down. Not so long a6o we had the situation that 
when the B 4 7 bdnber came into service, the B 52 was 
already in develo"'ment, then the B 51l, tnen the ICBM's. 
In view of the long period of' development needed for new 
weapons, there will certainly be a long period between . 
the present generation of weapons and possible new weapong. 

It is a simple historical fact that technical develop
ment goes in spu:rts, not gradually. 'i'he big revolution in 
rockets, corn~uters, etc. led to enormous cnanges in the 
strateg1c weapons arsGnal. But recently there has been no 
such technical revolution • 

• 
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do observe a certain quieting down in the 
lt will not last forever, but perhaps for 
years or so. 

Space has been a military disappointment. Teh 
years ago many thought that it would be the great area 
of battle, but up till now it has not worked out that 
way. Space does not yet separate us. Everything that 
matters, all targets, are on earth. And as a hiding place 
for weapons, space is not so good. The ocean is better. 

As for prospective weapon breakthroughs, tb.ere is 
perhaps one exception, ballistic missile defence. 
President Eisenhower said once that hitting a missile 
was like hitting a needle with another needle in a dark 
room. Perhaps, for the scientist it is not so dilfficul t 
to find and hit that needle. Ths problem is not one of 
technical feasibility, but of cost, for the U.S. something 
in the nature of 25 billion dollar or more. About this 
there is still uncertainty and it is still a matter of 
consideration and discussion. If we would really go ahead 
with anti-missile defence, it would be the only major 
boost 00 the arms race we can think of now. If the one 
begins, the other will follow, if it were only for 
phycological reasons. 

Nobody is now really trying to improve the quality 
of strategic forces, an enormous contrast to several 
years ago. At the time of the first Sputnik there was an 
outburst of weapon develo1 ment. A flurry of "Angst" about 
the vulnerability of weapons, especially the SAC concen
trated on a view airbases, could be observed. 'l'he 1958 
disarmaments conference in Geneva, decided upon in an 
exchange of letters between Bulganin and ~isenhower, was 
concerned with the problem of surprise attack. People -
understood that surprise attack was the big problem of the 
strategic force, the only weakness of the deterrent. And 
so we had a disarmament conference dealing with the 
protection of weapons. The U.S. delegation pointed out 
that there was a possibility of pre-emptive warfare. It 
was a very/stable situation, as a consequence of the 
vulnerability of strategic forces. PresidentEisenhowers 
Open SKies proposal of 1955 was concerned with the same 
1Jroblem. 

No feasible idea for collective action could be 
developed, but it educated the ll.S. in arms control 
problems. Secretary l11CNamara said at Ann Arbor, that the 
al'prehension of war itself could cause war. 

Professor Schelling is personally disa]Jpointed that 
the U.S.-S.U. dialogue did not become more sophisticated. 
But a kind of communication can be observed. As an example 
mention may be•made of the Soviet book on strategy, which 
came out first two years a5o, and the ftew edition of 
which reflected implicitly American criticism of the first 
edition. 'l'his is again an example of the "feedback 
process" 
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'rhe test ban treaty was proclaimed as a first step. 
lt is much more likely to be a last step. It finished 
something, it removed a most attractive proposal that •as 
evidently feasible, simple and highly symbolic. The treaty 
may be one of the reasons that the public interest for 
disarmament has diminished since then. 

Another measure was the agreement about not putting 
nuclear weapons in orbit. Neither the U.S. nor the S.U. 
had an interest in it and it was/a formal r~tification of 
an understanding already realised than a real measure. -

'J:hings have calmed down. Does this preclude the need 
for arms control, or is it arms control? Careful analysis 
lead to the conclusionthatwwork on arme control af the 
last years have surely influenced the defence planning 
of the U.S. Perhaps it is at present more a time for 
informal forms of arms control, not -treaties, but seJ fe 
imposed restraints. 

The speaker will now say a few words about two other 
subjects, China and proliferation. 

V!i th its atom bomb, China has sounded the knell of 
its supremacy in the Far East, which was based on the 
power of its massive conventional forces. If Japan will 
develop a nuclear bomb, China's mass armies willl'ave lost 
much of their value. Japan rould even overtake China with 
its more developed industry so China will have lessened 
its supremacy by its own doing. Furthermore, the Prawda 
has said that the Soviet nuclear umbrella is adequate for 
all communist countries, lbut only for those who would_ 
accept Soviet protection. The events of Vietnam could not 
have happened f1ve years ago and there is somewhat less 
reason for- disquiet about possible escalation, because 
the automatic guarantee of the §oviet Union probably is 
no ~onger credible. The idea that China is invulnarable to 
attack was fostered by the West itself. The Chinese know 
that 1t is not true. ln fact, China is a highly vulnerable 
nuclear powero 

Professor Schelling would have finished his lecture 
there tn order to leave more time for discussion, but at 
the request of participants he continued with the final 
subject of his lecture, proliferationo 

Which are the dangers? 

1. As a trigger for a major nuclear war, ~his danger has 
become m1n1mal. The U. S. and S. U. strategic forces are 
incleas~ngly_ invulnerable and the twot nowers will not 
eas1ly let tnernselves be stampeded in <fJuclear war. 

2. Headstrong all-ies might try to provoke nuclear war • .But 
it seems to be very difficult to tnink up a scenario of 
such provoking of a nuclear war. Once the dissuation to 
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proliferation has failed, one has to live with the 
problem and it is possible to face it. 

3. Small countries waging war against each other 
(Israel and Eg.ypt) 

It is a special problem, but the danger for a big 
nuclear war because of it is not great. 

4. Nuclear outlawry. Exceedingly small countries, using 
them for deterrent purposes and threatening nuclear 
mischief, destruction of Amsterdam, and other big 
cities for example. They could procure the weapons by 
diplomatic exchange, revolt, black market. Arms control 
against it is comparable to the regulation of white 
slave and opium traffic. Rich complacent countries 
would realize tllat·life is unsave. The countries that 
are thinking of nuclear weapon have to know that it is 
unreliable. r;uclear weapons don't solve our pro bJ.e •. 1s. 
but it must be feared, that a country only realizes· 
that the weapon does not help much and involves in fact 
many limitations on its freedom of action, when it has 
already talcen the step of acquirin.; the weapon. 

The whole question of proliferation certainly 
involves difficult control problems. 

' 
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Appendix V 

Pro-f. Andre Philip: "The role of the Third World in the 

equilibrium of international forces"o 

(Essential points, ·as recorded by the Secretariat). 

·The speakers of yesterday (25th !\lay), dealt with some 
problems of the structure of Burope and the conditions for 
the relationship w'ith the U.So Now a problem of.specific 
interest for European foreign policy will be discussed~ 

First, a 'sketch shall be given of the way the problem 
poses itself, and then will follow a discussion about the 
conditions-for a co~~on policy of Europe in this field. 

A 

Two-thirds of the world's population are living in 
increasing misery. Their gross national product increases 
only by about 2 or 3% a year and the gap between the rich 
and the poor nations is widening instead of decreasing. 

In the development of the countries of the third 
world three periods may be distinguished: 

In the 'first period they were subject countries. 
They fought for their independrmce, often by means of 
guerilla war or revolts, which were difficult to fight 
against, as the French experienced in Algeria and Vietnam 
(a fact which may serve as a Vlarning for u.s. policy in the 
latter country)o ' 

In the second period the countries are no longer 
subject nations, but they have now become "debtor countries" 
("obliges"). Independence has turned them into micronations, 
which are in a weakposition vis a vis the-developed countries 
so that one might speak of a rather theoretical independence, 

In the third period will have to come the building of 
a modern economy. Brazil is an example of a country making 
great strides in that direction. In fifty years the fate 
of these countries will have been determined by the orient
ation which they now chooseo 

Then it will not be possible any longer to speak about 
a Third World, because there will have taken place a far
reaching differentiation. For the West it will be of the 
utmost importance what ties will be established and what 
orientation will be given to that development. This is 
not only a matter of ethics, but it is also of decisive 
importance for the future of our common defence and for the 
world equilibrium. 
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At present these countries enjoy Qnly a nominal 
independence. While in Europe the nation came before the 
staj;_e, with tr,er.1 the state cor:1es before the nation. The 
tribe is often th~ fundamental group in these countries 
and the na);iqnal identity is yet in the growing phase. 
We' must not feel .scandalized by cases ·of corruption, nepo
tism etc. in ;these countries. The growth of the ethics 
of public service demands one or two generations. With 
us the tip is still a remnant of former venalityo 

It. is necessary to make the peasant in these coun
tries more independent, and this will require an agrarian 
revolution with the elimination of feudal landownership 
and of us10.ry, the end also of the power of the great 
families. These are forces which hold up the modern
ization of the economy. IP Asia usury is the great 
enemy, in Latin American it is feudalism. 

The industrialisation will have to be effected 
in the framework of a plano We must not fall into the 
error of using terms havint:; a special meaning in the West 
for the quite different circur:1stances in the Third· ·.vorldo 

One can distinguish. two categories of these countries. 
First, the countries Which are rather isolated from the 
rest of the world, like Mali and Uganda. There economic 
development takes place under the direction of the State, 
there is a kind of bourg~oisie of administrative function
aries, and one may speak there of state capitalismo With 
the elevation of the level of living, one may expect a 
growth of independent artisans etc. and a kind of revolt 
against the too heavy state administration. 

To the second category belong the coastal countries, 
where international commerce plays now an important 
role and foreign capital dominates. In these countries, 
one may expect tendencies toward·s nationalisation of 
forei0n enterprises. 

These countries are often very far behind the 
Western countries, comparatively speaking sometimes 
perhaps in the 12th or 14th century of our historyo 
One can also see comparisons vli th Colbert 's mercant i
listic policy. In these circumstances, terms ·like 
socialism and liberalism are m~anineless phrases. 
One must beware of judging situations on the basis 
of the words used. 

-3-
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B 

The problems of the developing countries were dis
cussed at the Conference of Geneva. While it had the ben
eficial·effect of fostering closer co-operation between 
the third countries, ~he policies· which were chosen were 
in many cases wrong. 

Many of the third countries are "ona crop countries" 
( "monocul turd'). 1!he problem of these primary products is 
that they suffer from short-term instability, while there 
is also a tendency "a la baisse" in the long run, with 
the gradual replacement of natural products by artificial 
products. At present we ta~e with the left hand what we 
give with the right hand. These countries have asked for 
more access to our markets, without restriction. They 
wan~ to produce more, but with the increase of the ~xport 
volume, the prices have fallen. This is, therefore,· a 
solution in the wrong direction.· 

It· is necessary to construct a different structure of 
international commerce. These countries must diminish 
progressively the exports of primary products, there must 
be div·ersification of agriculture, and the development of 
light industry. Exports must acquire a different character. 

The present structure lends itself to economic domin
ation by empires l:i,ke the United Food and the United 
African concerns, anq. by'!:.a Societe Pacifiqud' in Madagascar. 
Under such circumstances it is wrong to asK for the "free 

development of international c omrnerce", l t is on the 
contrary necessary to pursue a policy of stabilization and 
of protection of infant industries. Otherwise the misery 
would only increase; and we must seek therGfore a new 
structure of international commerce. 

An interesting aspect of the Kennedy Round is the pro
ject for an interp.atJ.onal wheat market. 'l'llis may be an 
example for the stabilization for primary products, which 
would also be a kind of aid. 

The Conference of 'Geneva acce}Jted as a goal for aid the 
figure of 1% of the national income of the richer countries, 
which might be called a derisory amount,. Loans must be given 
at very low rate. 

Foreign Investments must be canalised in the frame
work of a development plan, with public assistance. The 
framework of the U.N. wouid be too heavy and regional 
projects would be better suited. The consortium aid to 
India is also a good example. 

Aid has to be given completely free of political 
strings. The big countries must abandon their present 
policy and promote the milltary neutralizatj0n of these 
countries, They would have to agree about a· neutralization 
~greement, more or less like the Austrian example. 

In these countries economic aid must be cut loose from 
military considerations and political vicissitudes. These 
change so quickly, as the example of Algeria shows. Prof. 
Philip nas a kind of dream that, just as one speaks of 

A 
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associating with the Six countries to the West and North 
of then, one could al'So associate with them countries to 
the East and the South, that is to say the countries of · 
the !'llaghreb. 

"In Geneva the United States were not respected by the 
developing countries, and the,S.U. fared the same way, 
with its argument that it·had no obligation to give aid, 
because that was a kind of repayment fbr former colonial 
oppression, of which the· S.U. had never been guilty. China 
had success and the West must be glad that China is-at 
present not yet strong enough to gain tnuch influence. 

Europe has not yet a policy with regard to the Third 
World. It must try to acqm.re one, and may consider the 
moderate revolution of Frei in Chile as a constructive 
example. 

Of course this policy is contrary to that of the U.S. 
but we must not let us be prevented for that reason. Let 
us speak abo)lt it freely with the U.S. We are an Alliance, 
but an Alliance must be based on equality. 

A .final suggestion might be that we must talk about 
future policy, even when we are not in agreement. We must 
not talk in term of institutions but of concrete problems. 
We must define policy conc.erning concrete problems, and 
this defining of policies will require the establishment 
of institutions. ~his is a better method than to put 
institutions before·policieso 
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Appendix VI 

Helmut Scqmidt "Germany and Atlantic Co-operation". 

(esse~tial points~ ,as recorded by the Secret~riat)o 

6 

Mr. Schmidt will concentrate on the strategic and 
military ~spects of the Alliance" 

For our security it will be necessary: 

1. To maintain·now as well as in the future an overall 
balance of polit.ical power; 
2. It is not enough to have a military balance over the 
globe, but we must also have balanced situations in the 
separate. theatres • 

• Equilibriuw in Europe is also necessary, but for 
Germany there is always fear that such an equilibrium 
would interpret as meaning stability in the status quo, 
that is the division of Europe and Germany. Germany 
and the German people will not be satisfied with such a 
situation and will press for re-unification. With the 
ne-.v generation having no personal experience of the Nazi
period and at least no responsibility for that period, 
the will for re-unification is bound to become more 
vigorous all the time. Areasoned public opinion poll 
showed that re-unification had acquired a much greater 
priority in .the public mind than a similar poll showed 
five years ago. At the same time public interest in 
European political unification is declining. 

As a consequence of this drive for re-unification, 
any arms control agreement in Europe will have to be tied 
together with steps towards re-unification. Mr. Schmidt 
read here part of an article of Prof. Patijn's, in which 
the link between the German question and arms control was 
stressed. 

The status of a re~unified Germany would have to be 
paid, in particular as regards three points:-
ay The German political boundaries; 
b} The quality and quantity of armaments and international 

control concerning these limits; 
c) The Alliance status of Germany; Mr. Schmidt believes 

that the Soviet Union would never permit a re-unified 
Germany to be a full member of the Atlantic Alliance. 

At present these concessions will not be made. Any 
German Government would say no to an arms control agreement, 
which would give the Federal Republic a special status. 
Only in connection with steps towards re-unification could 
concessions be considered. This is also the case with re
gard to the nucleair organisation and control within the 
Allianceo 
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The -motives for MLF are twofold: 
-
1) To act in unison with the U .S •; 
2) To give a more equal status to the Federal Republic. 

, Under a conservative government Germany would 
perhaps become more pro-Gaullist and qe more suspicious 
towards arms'control arrangements. Under the Socialist 
Democrats there would be a little bit more flexibility, 
but there is a consensus against any unilaterai act 
affecting the balance of power of Europe, certainly when 
involving a substantial reduction of troops in Germany, 
especially American troops. 

As regards strategy, there is another slight dif
ference between the parties. Of course most German lead
ers agree.with the McNamara strategy. But there are some 
who think that De Gaulle 1 s vision concerning the u.s. is 
perhaps partially based on a correct analysis. They want 
a low nuclear threshold, 

The Social Democrats are not of that opinion, but 
more or less followed the change in American strategy of 
the last years. They see the idea of flexible response as 
more credible. 

There is no chance of using the French-German treaty 
as compromising the r.elation bet~ een Europe, the U oS. 
andthe U.K. 

It is theoretically better to have a solution of 
nuclear power on a community lain within the Alliance. 
But it is also absolutely clear that France wlll not 
join. 

A new impetus must be given to the solution of the 
nuclear problem after the September elections, and re
sults should be reached in the course of next year. 

We all know that it is necessary to have a joint 
common deterrent, despite the fact that the partners will 
have different theories on nuclear strategy. After the 
breakdown of the talks on l\IC/100/1 and the development of 
the Stikker exercis·e nobody can expect any common strate
gy for the Alliance in the n§xt year, but that is no 
cause for dramatization or despair 9 Instead, great 
composure and calmness are necessary. 

NATO is redeveloping itself. Greater integration 
is necessary. We must uphold the Alliance, which is as 
sunh a difficult task. There is a generally shared feel
ing of--the decline of the Russi~n threat to Europe. De 
Gaulle, Wilson and Johnson all ahare this feeling. 
Washington, London and Paris agree at least in one aspect. 
London tends to diminish troops on foreign soil. Paris 
hPd already doae that with its nuclear policy and its 
diminishing of assigned troops, The United States has -
behind the scenes - the same tendency, quantitatively at 
least. 

Speaking as a German, !vir. Schmidt considered such a 
development dangerous, because: 
1) VIe should insist on a common military posture in 

Europe, capable to deter but also to defend Europe with
out use of nuclear weapons in a .state short of general 
war; 
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· 2) On the other hand we must not forget that Berlin 
is noi;_ only the German capital and a great German 
city,· but also of enormous symbolic and. psycholo
gical importance for the West as a wholeo It will 
remain a touchy point, with many possible criseso 
Most of these' crises cannot be countered without 
sufficient Western military power, For these two 
reasons the emphasis should be on adequate convention
al troops;,. on mobility, on sufficient tactical air 
power, which is now almost absent (too many· nuclear· 
aircraft). N.ATO should not .be forced to emergency 
plans with. early nuclear escalation by our own 
nuclear posture; we should not be forced to the 
cholQe between holocaust or nothing. 

Conversely the nuclear problem must be solved. 
The unbalanced BOO Soviet IRBl\1 1 s ask for some answer in 
the coming years. 

And so we come again to the quc;stion put in Prof. 
Patijn's article. Germany stands before a 'decision. 
Equilibrium of nuclear power in Europe will be necessary 
with or without arms control. As long as reunification 
is not there, Germany will stick to the Atlantic 
Alliance. It is the solid basis of German foreign 
policy. We need to be a partner of the Atlantic Alliance 
more than any other country. It is the overriding 
necessity for us. · 
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Appe~dix VII 

E.H. van der Beugel "European and Atlantic Cooperation 

(includin the economic as ects)". 
essential points, as !ecorded by the Secretariat) 

In the earlier lectures so 'much has· already been 
said that the speaker will limit himself-to a ·few remarks, 
in particular with regard to three problems: 

1o The British position in Europe; 
2. The problem of the U.S. balance of payments; 
3. The problem of u.s. investments in Europe. 

But first a sketch will be .given of the general 
background against which'these problems must be seen~ 
People who are confronted with the day-to-day probl~ms 
of foreign policy, cannot escape the feeling that the 
developments of the last years in Europe constitute a 
deviation from an established direction and that the 
situation is. controversial and difficult. The refusal 
of the entry of the United Kingdom in the Common Market 
in 1963 constituted in fact a frontal and global attack 
against things which we thought had been achieved in the 
post war period. We thought we had achieved an evolution
ary process in which the Western world would function on 
the basis of a close partnership between the United States 
and Europe, not only to safeguard our existence, but also 
as the only way in which the Western world could exercise 
its influence on the global scale.· 

Atlantic partnership between Europe and the United 
States as formulated by President Kenned.)l in his 1962 
speech, is still the valid goal. It is constructed and 
based upon a political imagination without which we can
not live. What was that concept? It was one of equal 
partnership. It was quire clearly only possible on the 
basis of equality." There was an assumption that the 
United Kingdom would be part of the European pillar • . 

The idea of.equality becomes more precise when we 
discuss it somewhat more fully. In the sense of complete
ly equal it is .''3.ther difficult to see. In the military 
field it is quit3 impossible. U.S. defence spending thr~ 
times that of all NATO partners together. In the economi~ 
field it is perhaps better possible. We should not, 
however, underestimate the still existing inequality in 
economic power. 

Today we suffer from the confusion about this term 
of equality and from the notion held by some people that 
partnership must be preconditioned by European unity. We 
must realize that partnership is a good concept, but that 
it is only a concept. There was no operational policy 
to follovr up the concept. So we must not seek this 
equality in the military and the economic field, nor 
in statistical terms. We must consider the concept of 
equality as one of mutual persuasion. 
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;df' we would say tha:t Atlantic partnership has to be 
preconditioned by European unity that would mean that we 
must have European unity on any terms. There is no great 
dangercthat Europe will go Gaullist. But listening to 
Profes~so·r Philip, one has the feeling that there are 
people who are not r.au~list, but who feel that Europe needs 
to be anti-American" If that were the case, there is only 
one possibility, either such a Ec.rope has no identity or 
it is a fallacy. - - · 

' The three problems mentioned above will now be 
considered ~gainst this background. 
1. The British position. There is no need to say that we 
were disappointed about the_United Kingdom not taking· 
part ·in the EEC and t·hat we were glad in 1961 when the 
United Kingdom applied for entry in the Common Market. 
We were glad primarily po.li tic ally,- because the struc.,ture 
of the Six could use such an element of democratic tra
dition and political stability. Furthermore, from the 
point of view of achieving eq_uality with U.S,, the United 
Kingdom could provide a valuable contribution. 

For the moment U .K; entry in the Common Market is 
ouif.'.beca\lse' 

1. The British Government has not q_uite reached the point 
for a new application for membership; 

2. France would ref~se again; 
3. The EEC cannot wait and will go on. 

In these circumstances, people will logically look 
for alternative solutions. We must realize, however, 
that Britain is on the move toward European .integration, 
and the British economic problems can only b·e s·olved in a 
larger framework. This is even clear to a substantial part 
of the LaboUr Party. 

There is nothing against an interim solution. The 
last two or three months we have read much about bridge
building. But I warn against the illusion that bridge- . 
building is a real alternative to Britain joining the 
EEC. It would be. an illusion to build a structure on two 
incomparable processes, that of integration in Brussels, 
ana that of the EFTA. The u.s. was opposed to bridge
bujlding in the period l95o- 1961, because it was against 
discriminationagainst the dollar on commercial grounds only. 
The only reason for their support of the EEC was as a step
pine stone towards European unity. As an economic concept 
alone, they did not like it. This U.S. policy supporting 
European unity is the only example of a policy to build 
up another major power. They are opposed to bridge-build
ing and consider it as incompatible with the Kennedy Round. 

For the U.K. the only option is joining the existing 
process of European economic integration. This is at 
present impossible b~ a clear British declaration of 
intent is necessary. 

2. American Balance of Payments problem, 
In 1958 the U.S, suddenly discovered their balance of 

payments problem. It is a marginal problem, but you cannot 
lose $ 4 billion every year. It is not a normal currency 
problem for two reasons: 
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a) '.lhe U .s. economy is v.ery strong and competitive. 

b) More important, a continuing balance of payments 
problem involves the danger that the U.S. will see its 
commitments in the world through the focus of their balance 
of payments problem. This is incompatible with the positi0n 
of leadership of the u'. S. It is., therefore, in our inter est 
as well as in that of the U.S. to have it cured. It will 
be cured, but it must not· be· cured with the wrong methods, 
We unde'rstand that the U .s; will tend to reduce their com
mitments abroad, including military commitments in 
Germany. It is remarkable that the U.S, has not done this 
so far. There is something irritating in the speeches of 
European bankers and treasury officials talking about 'the 
U.S. currency problem "du haut de leur grandeur". This has 
dangerous aspects, 

J. U.S. investments in Europe. 

This is not an important problem in itself, but 
especially as an item on the "menu" of anti-Americanism. 
It is based more on sent·iment than on economic data. Not 
long ago we queued in Washin'gton to get as much U .S. 
investments as possible. Seven or eight years ago every 
self~respecting mayor had to have an American industry 
established in his city. There v;ere two reasons for the 
inflow of u.s. investments: • 

a. We were short of dollars and could offer good conditions, 
because we liked to 'have American products made in Europe; 
b. The U .S, believed in the future of the Common Tilarket and 
we ourselves did our best to make them believe in it. 

The objections to u.s. investments are .J?artly 
psychological, partly economic. Psychologically, European· 
producers were confronted with a new kind of competition 
that they did not know before·. There were also economic 
arguments, especially the shortage on the labour market. 

When we try to quantify, U .S. investment never 
exceeded 2% of total private investment in Europe. In some 
branches the percentage is greater , e.g. the motor industry, 
chemical industry, oil industries. But it i.s a marginal 
problem. We have invited the Americans to come and we have 
benefited enormously from the U.S. investments: 

They have shipped up our economic activity and competitive 
spirit. The basic problem is that of size. Many of the 
frictions stem from the fact that the American firms are 
generally larger and spend much more on research. American 
private research amounts to $ 25 mrd per year, in Europe it 
is $ 7 billion. But these are no valid arguments, because 
the solution is not to keep the Americans out, but to build 
bigger units ourselves and sptnd more money on research. 
Restrict ionis policy is economical]_y ,,;,·;;ise and politically 
undesirable, 

There are special ad hoc problems. The Netherlands 
Government for example refused an application for esta.blish
ing a factory of General Motors because it would have taken 
8,900 men from an alr§ady labour short market. But this 
is a practical problem. 
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We stand before the; choice between finding our 
identity in Europe in being anti-American or in the closest 
possihle relation with American allies on the other side 
of the Ocean. 
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